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Abstract 

We begin with an introduction which describes the thesis in detail, and then a 
preliminary chapter in which we discuss rewriting systems, associated complexes and 
finiteness conditions. In particular, we recall the graph of derivations r and the 2-
complex V associated to any rewriting system, and the related geometric finiteness 
conditions F DT and F HT. In §1.4 we give basic definitions and results about finite 
complete rewriting systems, that is, rewriting systems which rewrite any word in a 
finite number of steps to its normal form, the unique irreducible word in its congruence 
class. 

The main work of the thesis begins in Chapter 2 with some discussion of rewriting 
systems for groups which are confluent on the congruence class containing the empty 
word. In §2.1 we characterize groups admitting finite A-complete rewriting systems 
as those with a A-Dehn presentation, and in §2.2 we give some examples of finite 
rewriting systems for groups which are A-complete but not complete. 

For the remainder of the thesis, we study how the properties of finite complete 
rewriting systems which are discussed in the first chapter are mirrored in higher 
dimensions. In Chapter 3 we extend the 2-complex V to form a new 3-complex VP, 
and in Chapter 4 we define new finiteness conditions F DT2 and F HT2 based on the 
homotopy and homology of this complex. In §4.4 we show that if a monoid admits a 
finite complete rewriting system, then it is of type F DT2 • 

The final chapter contains a discussion of alternative ways to define such higher 
dimensional finiteness conditions. This leads to the introduction, in §5.2, of a variant 
of the Guba-Sapir homotopy reduction system which can be associated to any co~
plete rewriting system. This is a rewriting system operating on paths in r, and is 
complete in the sense that it rewrites paths in a finite number of steps to a unique 
"normal form" . 

vii 



Statement 

Chapter 1 covers some basic material including group presentations and rewriting 

systems, related complexes and finiteness conditions, and also a discussion of complete 

rewriting systems. Apart from a new proof of Theorem 1.3.4, the material in this 

chapter can be found elsewhere - references are given in the text. 

Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 are the original work of the author, with the exception 

of instances mentioned in the text. The main results of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are 

contained in a paper which has been submitted for publication. 
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page 
Z the set of integers 
N the set of natural numbers 

No the set of non-negative integers 

F = F(x) the free monoid on the set x 7 
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Introduction 

Every group is the homomorphic image of a free group, and as such can be 

presented as a quotient of a free group by some normal subgroup. Specifying defining 

relations as elements of the free group which generate this kernel will then give a 

concise description of the group in terms of generators and relations. Combinatorial 

group theory is concerned with the study of such presentations which may in fact 

provide very little group theoretic information. The word problem asks whether we 

are even able to determine whether or not two different words in the generators of 

the group represent the same group element. 

It was the problem of deciding whether or not two knots are the same that led 

Dehn to the first statement of the word problem [19], and he was able to give a positive 

solution for the fundamental groups of closed orientable surfaces by using what is now 

known as the Dehn algorithm. This result has two well-known generalizations. Firstly, 

Magnus [46] showed that the word problem was solvable for all one-relator groups, 

and later Greendlinger [25] began the study of more general groups allowing a Dehn 

algorithm solution of their word problem - these are the word-hyperbolic groups of 

Gromov [26]. 

Solutions to the word problem of other important classes of groups have also been 

given, for example for abelian groups and for braid groups [62], but the most famous 

result is that of Novikov [50] and, independently, Boone [9] that there are groups with 

unsolvable word problem. Moreover, it is possible to write down presentations of such 

groups - a presentation involving 10 generators and 29 relations with unsolvable word 

problem is given in [15, §7.2]. 

1 
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In his original paper, Dehn had shown that a knot was trivial if and only if the 

corresponding knot group is abelian!, a fact which can be easily ascertained if a 

solution to the word problem is given. Much later Waldhausen [64] showed that knot 

groups have solvable word problem, and so it is indeed possible to decide whether a 

given knot is trivial. 

String rewriting systems have been much studied in theoretical computer science -

in semigroup and group theory they can be used to give presentations of monoids. Of 

particular interest are finite complete rewriting systems, that is to say finite rewriting 

systems that are both terminating and confluent, and so have normal form algorithms 

which solve their word problem. For many years it was an open question as to 

whether, conversely, any finitely presented monoid with solvable word problem had a 

finite complete rewriting system, but Squier [59] proved this to be false. He showed 

that monoids with a finite complete rewriting system were of type left and right 

F P3, and then gave an example of a finitely presented monoid with solvable word 

problem which was not of type left F P3 • In fact, it was implicit in an earlier paper 

of Anick [3] that monoids admitting finite complete rewriting systems satisfied the 

stronger finiteness conditions left and right F P 00' This result has also been proved 

by Groves [27], Kobayashi [36], and Brown [12]. 

This thesis begins with a preliminary chapter, Chapter 1, which reviews these 

concepts in detail, together with other finiteness conditions for rewriting systems 

which are discussed below. Proofs of results in this chapter are given either where 

similar ideas are used later in the thesis, or where references are not easily available. 

Chapter 2 is a short chapter which contains some new results on A-complete rewriting

systems, which contain a solution to their word problem when they define groups. In 

particular, Proposition 2.1.14 characterizes groups with finite A-complete rewriting 

systems as those with A-Dehn presentations, a generalization of the standard notion 

of a Dehn presentation. We also use Britton's Lemma to construct some interesting 

1 Dehn's result relied on an incorrect proof of what is now called Dehn's Lemma, and which was 
finally proved much later by Papakyriakopoulos [53]. 
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examples of such rewriting systems. 

However, the main aim of this thesis is to develop the following ideas one dimension 

higher. Squier [60] introduced the class of monoids of finite derivation type (FDT) 

which contains each monoid with a finite complete rewriting system. It was then 

shown by various authors [17, 43, 54] that F DT monoids were necessarily of type left 

and right F P3, and also [18, 55] that for finitely presented groups these conditions 

were equivalent. A related property finite homological type (F HT) was introduced 

by Wang and Pride [66]. 

Roughly speaking, the properties F DT and F HT are defined as follows. If P is 

a finite rewriting system for a monoid S consisting of a set of rules r on an alphabet 

x, then there is a certain 2-complex V = V(P) (the Squier complex or 2-complex of 

monoid pictures) derived from P on which the free monoid F on the set x acts on 

both the left and the right. We require that the first homotopy or first homology of 

V is finitely based, that is to say, there is a finite set p of closed paths in V such that 

attaching 2-cells to the paths F.p.F gives a 2-complex VP which is simply-connected 

(F DT) or has trivial first homology (F HT). 

Both these properties are monoid invariants, that is, they are independent of the 

choice of finite rewriting system for S [60, 66]. Also, a retract of an F DT or F HT 

monoid will have the same property [66]. (Recall that a retract R of a monoid S is (up 

to isomorphism) a submonoid of S such that there is a homomorphism (a retraction) 

of S onto R which fixes R elementwise.) From the definitions, it is immediate that 

an F DT monoid is F HT. An F HT monoid is also of type left and right F P3 [66], 

but, on the other hand, Kobayashi and Otto [42] have given an example of a finitely

presented monoid of type left and right FP3 which is not FHT. It remains a major 

open question as to whether F HT is equivalent to F DT2 [41, 66] - for groups the 

two are equivalent. 

The first homology group of V is in fact a natural (ZS, ZS)-bimodule (the homol

ogy bimodule of P) which we denote by II = II(P), and the F HT property is just the 

2Pride and Otto have recently found an example of a monoid which is FHT but not FDT. 
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assertion that this bimodule is finitely generated. There is an important short exact 

sequence 

o -II ~ZS.r.ZS -M(P) -0 (1) 

of (ZS, ZS)-bimodules involving II. Here ZS.r.ZS denotes the free (ZS, ZS)-bimodule 

with basis r, and M(P) is the relation bimodule of P introduced by Ivanov [32]. The 

sequence (1) was introduced by Pride [54], apart from the injectivity of'f} which was . 

proved by Guba and Sapir [29]. An alternative proof has been given by Otto and 

Kobayashi [40], where it is also shown that the sequence remains exact upon killing 

either the right or left S-action. To be more specific, applying the tensor -®zsZ to 

(1) will preserve the injectivity of 'f}, that is, the left ZS-module homomorphism 

('f}®1) : II'-+ZS.r (2) 

is injective, where II' = II®zsZ is the left homology module ofP and ZS.r denotes the 

free left ZS-module with basis r which is naturally isomorphic to ZS.r.ZS®zsZ [40]. 

We therefore have a short exact sequence 

O_II, 17®\ZS.r_M
'
_O (3) 

of left ZS-modules, where M'(P) = M' = M®zsZ is the left relation module [32]. 

An analogous exact sequence of right ZS-modules is obtained by applying Z®zs-. 

For finitely presented groups the properties F DT, F HT and left-F P3 are equiv

alent, and in §1.3.4 we give a new proof of the equivalence of F HT and left-F P3 • 

Main results 

We begin Chapter 3 by constructing a new 3-complex VP by attaching 3-cells to 

certain obvious spherical sub complexes in VP. It turns out that the second ho

mology group of this 3-complex is also a (ZS,ZS)-bimodule, which we denote by 

II2 = II2(P, p), and this module will play the role of II one dimension higher. 

We obtain a short exact sequence analogous to (1): 
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Theorem 3.3.1 If the homology classes of the paths in p give rise to a set of bimodule 

generators of IT then there is a short exact sequence 

(4) 

of (ZS, ZS)-bimodules. 

Furthermore, we shall show in §3.4 that the analogue of (2) is injective, giving the 

following short exact sequence analogous to (1) 

Theorem 3.4.1 If the homology classes of the paths in p give rise to a set of bimodule 

generators of IT then there is a short exact sequence 

o -IT~ -ZS.p __ ITI -0 (5) 

of left ZS -modules, where IT~ = IT2®ZSZ. 

In Chapter 4 we introduce new finiteness conditions analogous to F DT and F HT. 

Roughly speaking, S is F DT2 (respectively F HT2) if it is F DT (respectively, F HT) 

and if for some finite rewriting system P and finite homotopy (respectively, homology) 

trivializer p the second homotopy (respectively, homology) is finitely based. There 

are certain subtleties involved in these definitions which we shall discuss in §5.1, where 

we also describe alternatives. 

In §4.2.1 and §4.2.2 respectively, we prove some invariance properties: 

Theorem 4.2.1 The properties F DT2 and F HT2 are monoid invariants (that is, 

they are independent of the choice of finite rewriting system and finite trivializer). 

Theorem 4.2.2 Any retraction of an F DT2 or F HT2 monoid has the same property. 

It is clea.r that an F DT2 monoid is also of type F HT2, and it turns out that for F DT 

monoids the two properties F DT2 and F HT2 are in fact equivalent (see Remark 

4.1.3). Consequently, if the properties F HT and F DT turn out to be equivalent, 

then the properties F DT2 and F HT2 will be also. 

Note that for finitely presented groups the properties F DT2 and F HT2 are equiv

alent. In fact (see §4.3), 
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Theorem 4.3.1 For finitely presented groups the properties F DT2, F HT2 and F P4 

are all equivalent. 

This result is obtained by repeating the proof of the analogous result of the equivalence 

of the properties F HT and left-F P3 given in §1.3.4: here we use the fact that for an 

F DT group G, rr2 is finitely generated as a (ZG, ZG)-bimodule if and only if rr& is 

finitely generated as a left ZG-module. 

In §4.4 we give proofs of the following result. 

Theorem 4.4.1 A monoid S which admits a finite complete rewriting system is of 

type FDT2 (and of type FHT2)' 

Thus our 3-complex V'P and the correspondingly defined finiteness conditions 

would seem to be correct, in that the results mirror exactly those one dimension lower, 

which concern the properties F DT and F HT. However, there are certain subtleties 

involved in these definitions of F DT2 and F HT2 which we discuss in §5.1, where we 

also describe alternatives. We also describe how the properties F DT2 and F HT2 relate 

to finiteness conditions introduced elsewhere, namely n-dimensional homological finite 

derivation type [2] and the property bi-F Pn [41]. In particular, Kobayashi and Otto 

have characterized FHT monoids as finitely presented monoids of type bi-FP3 [41], 

and there is an analogous characterization of F HT2 monoids as finitely presented 

monoids of type bi-F P4 • 

Finally, the possibility of defining F DT2 by studying the graph of derivations of 

r leads us to a discussion in §5.2 of a complete homotopy reduction system which we 

associate to complete rewriting systems. The critical pairs of this higher dimensional 

rewriting system (a variant of the Guba-Sapir reduction system [29, 39]) are shown 

to correspond to the critical triples of the original rewriting system. 



Chapter 1 

Preliminaries 

1.1 Presentations and the word problem 

A word w on an alphabet x is a finite sequence of elements of x. The length Iwl of 

w is just the length of the sequence, and we shall use 1 to denote the word of length 

zero (the empty word). The concatenation of two words WI and W2 is written WIW2, 

and the free monoid F = F(x) on x consists of all words on x together with this 

multiplication. 

1.1.1 Group presentations 

In combinatorial group theory, to an alphabet x of generators we associate a set 

X-I = {X-I: XEX} 

of formal inverses, and consider words on the alphabet xUx- l . For any such word 

where xiEx and Ci = ±1 for each j = 1,2, ... , n, we use w- I to denote the word 

Also, we shall say that w is freely reduced if it contains no subword of the form xe:x-e: 

(xEX, C = ±1), and cyclically reduced if moreover X~l and x;;e:n are distinct. 

7 
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A group presentation is a pair g = (x; r) consisting of a set of generators x and 

a set r of words in x, the relators. Two words WI and W2 are said to be equivalent if 

one can be converted to the other by a finite sequence of operations of the following 

type, together with their inverses: 

1. replace a word uv with uxex-ev where xEx and c = ±1; 

2. replace a word uv with urv where rEr. 

The equivalence classes form a group (see [47, Theorem 1.1]), the group defined by g, 

where the multiplication is that induced by concatenation of words. We say that g 
is a presentation for any group which is in the same isomorphism class as the group 

it defines. 

A group presentation is called finite if both x and r are finite sets, and its word 

problem is described as follows: 

for any pair of words WI and W2 in the generators x, decide whether they 

are in the same equivalence class. 

A Tietze transformation of g takes one of the following forms: 

type I: Replace g by (x ; ru{ w}), where W is a word on xUx-1 equivalent to 1. 

type II: Replace g by (xU{ z} ; rU{ z-Iw }), where z is a new letter not in x, and W 

is some word on xUx- l
. 

The Tietze Theorem [33, p.49] states that two finite group presentations define iso

morphic groups if and only if they are Tietze equivalent, that is one can be obtained 

from the other by a finite number of Tietze transformations and their inverses. If 

the word problem is solvable for some finite presentation of a group G, then it is also 

solvable for any other finite presentation of G [15, Corollary 1.1.10], and so we can 

speak of (finitely presented) groups with solvable word problem. 

In this thesis, however, we shall mostly use rewriting systems to present groups 

and, more generally, monoids. 
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1.1.2 Rewriting systems 

A rewriting system is a pair P = [x; r] where x is a set of letters and r is a set of rules 

of the form r = (r +I, r -l)E FxF, where F = F(x) denotes the free monoid on x. 

When displaying a rewriting system we shall generally write r in the form r +I = r -1. 

We say that P is finite if both x and r are finite. The corresponding single-step 

reduction relation 

-+r = {(wr+lW',Wr_1w'): rEr and w,w'E F} 

on elements of F is given by rewriting words according to the set of rules. The 

reflexive and transitive closure of this relation is denoted by -+;, and the reflexive, 

transitive and symmetric closure +-+; is the Thue congruence generated by r. Two 

rewriting systems on the same alphabet are said to be equivalent if the two sets of 

rules generate the same Thue congruence. 

We denote the congruence class of wEF by w, so that the monoid S = S(P) 

defined by P consists of these congruence classes with the multiplication 

?l.U = uv (u, VEF). 

We say that a monoid T is presented by P if T is isomorphic to S, and is finitely 

presented if it can be presented by some finite rewriting system. 

The Tietze Theorem is easily extended to rewriting systems. A Tietze transfor

mation of P takes one of the following forms: 

type I: Replace P by [x; rU{u = v}], where U,VEF satisfy u+-+;v. 

type II: Replace P by [xU{ z} ; rU{ z = w }] where z is a new symbol not in x, and 

WEF(x). 

Again, two finite rewriting systems present the same monoid if and only if they are 

Tietze equivalent, that is one can be obtained from the other by a finite number of 

Tietze transformations and their inverses (see, for example, [60, Proposition 4.2]). 
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Reduction orderings 

We call an irrefiexive and transitive relation ~ on a set A a partial order. A total 

order of A is a partial order such that for distinct elements aI, a2EA one of al~a2 or 

a2~al holds. We say that a partial order is noetherian if there is no infinite sequence 

of elements of A satisfying ai~ai+1 for each i = 1,2,3, ... 

Let ~ be some partial ordering of the free monoid F which respects the multiplica

tion of F, so that for all w, u, v, zEF with u~v we have wuz~wvz. If ~ is noetherian 

then we say that it is a reduction order on F. We shall say that a set of rules r is 

compatible with a reduction ordering ~ if for each rEr the relation r +1~r -1 holds. 

We shall need the following reduction orders on free monoids: 

Definition 1.1.1 The length-reducing order is the reduction order on F given by 

writing u~v if and only if lui> Ivl for any u, vEF. 

Definition 1.1.2 Let I> be a total order on the alphabet x. The corresponding length

lexicographical order is the reduction ordering of F defined as follows. For u, vEF 

write u >llex V if and only if lui> lvi, or lui = lvi, u = au' and v = bv', where a, bEx 

and u', V'EF, and one of the following holds: 

1. al>b 

2. a = band u' >llex v' 

Note that >llex is a total order. 

Definition 1.1.3 (Dershowitz [21]) Let I> be a noetherian order on a set x. The 

corresponding recursive path ordering from the left is the reduction order on F defined 

as follows. For u, vEF write u~v if and only if u#1 and v = 1, or u = au' and v = bv', 

where a, bEx and u', V'EF, and one of the following holds: 
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1. a I> band au''rv' 

2. a = band u''rv' 

3. u'tbv' 

Noetherian and complete rewriting systems 

A rewriting system 'P = [x; r] is said to be noetherian if there are no infinite chains 

w-+rw'-+r"', and such a rewriting system is said to be complete if each congruence 

class contains a unique irreducible word, sometimes called a normal form. We can 

then view the monoid defined by the rewriting system as the set of normal forms, 

where the multiplication is given by concatenation followed by a reduction to the 

irreducible. 

Example 1.1.4 (Newman [49]) The rewriting system 

[x, x-1 (XEX) ; xx-1 = 1, x-1x = 1 (XEX)] (1.1) 

is a complete rewriting system presenting the free group F(x) with basis x. The 

normal forms are just the set of words which are freely reduced. 

It is clear that any monoid with a finite complete rewriting system has solvable 

word problem, as any two words are in the same congruence class if and only if they 

have the same normal form 1. 

Definition 1.1.5 If 'P is noetherian, then the partial order 'rr on F given by writing 

for each rEr and w, zEF is a reduction order, the reduction ordering induced by r. 

lit was remarked in the Introduction that Knot Theory provided important motivation for the 
study of the word problem. It is interesting to note, therefore, that the Freyd-Yetter proof of the 
existence of the knot invariant known as the HOMFLY polynomial [23] uses a complete set of rewrite 
rules to obtain the polynomial "normal form"·. ' 
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Integral monoid rings, and the ideal J 

For any monoid T, the integral monoid ring ZT consists of all formal sums 

(atEZ non-zero for only finitely many tET), 

with the natural multiplication 

(Latt)(L,Btt) = L atilt,tt' 
tET tET t,t' ET 

induced by that of T. 

Let F be the free monoid on the alphabet of some rewriting system defining the 

monoid S. The natural epimorphism 

F-+S WMW 

extends linearly to a ring epimorphism 

ZF-+ZS 

of the associated integral monoid rings. We will use J to denote the kernel of this 

epimorphism. The following lemma is well-known. 

Lemma 1.1.6 

1. As an abelian group, J is generated by all elements of the form 

. u(r +1 - r -l)V (u, VEF, rEr) . (1.2) 

2. As a (ZF, ZF)-bimodule J is generated by the elements (r +1 - r -d, where r is 

in the set of rules r. 

Proof ([40)): Part 2 follows immediately from part 1. 
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It is clear that each element of the form (1.2) is in the ideal J. Suppose on the other 

hand that ~ is an element of J. We can write ~ uniquely as 

n 

~= LO!iWi, 
i=l 

where WiEF and O!i is a non-zero integer for each i = 1,2, .. . n, and if i=f:.j then wi=f:.Wj. 

We shall proceed by induction on the value 

n 

T(~) = LIO!il . 
i=l 

Firstly, T(O = 0 if and only if ~ = O. Suppose that T(~) > O. Since 

n 

LO!iWi = 0 
i=l 

we can choose a pair of integers 0 < j, k5:n such that O!j > 0, O!k < 0 and Wj = Wk, 

and so there is a sequence of the form 

describing a derivation from Wj to Wk, where Ui, viEF, TiEr and Ci = ±1 for i = 

1,2, ... , m. Then 

m 

Wj -Wk = LCiUi((Ti)+l - (Ti)-l)Vi 
i=l 

is in the subgroup generated by elements of the form (1.2). So is ~ - (Wj - Wk) by 

induction, since T(~ - (Wj - Wk)) = T(~) - 2, and therefore ~ is also. This completes 

the proof. ...J 

In the special case where S is the trivial monoid we denote by I the kernel of the 

augmentation mapping 

ZF-tZ Wl-t1 (WEF). 
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1.2 Related complexes 

1.2.1 The graph of derivations 

The graph of derivations r = r(p) associated to P is a geometric interpretation of 

the rewriting system, and is constructed as follows. The vertex set is the free monoid 

F, and the edge set consists of all quadruples of the form 

e = (w,r,c,w') w,w'E F, rE rand c = ±1 

with initial, terminal and inverse functions 

te = wrgw', re = wr _gW' and e- l = (w, r, -c, w'). 

The edge e is called positive if c = 1, and we shall denote by e+ the set of all 

positive edges. A path p of length n in r is a sequence p = ele2" .en of edges with 

tei+l = rei (i = 1, ... , n - 1), and it is positive if it is composed of positive edges. 

We say that p is closed if tel = ren' 

Sometimes it will be convenient to depict the positive edge e as 

where the subword being rewritten is underlined. As an illustration, in the graph r 
of the rewriting system (1.1) in Example 1.1.4 the edge (x, (xx- l = 1), +1, x) is more 

clearly described by writing 

There is a natural two-sided action of F on r. The action on the vertices is given 

by left and right multiplication in F, and for an edge e = (w,r,c,w') and z,z'EF we 

define 

, ( , ') z.e.z = zW,r,c,w z , 

and this action extends to paths. 
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Note that there is a positive edge from u to v (u, VEF) if and only if U-7rV, and 

a path in r from u to v describes a derivation in F rewriting u to v using the rules 

in r and their inverses. Thus u and v lie in the same connected component of r if 

and only if u+-+;v, and so there is a one-to-one correspondence between the connected 

components of r and the elements of S. Note also that the abelian group generators 

(1.2) of J are precisely the elements te - re (eEe+). 

We will denote the set of positive edges with initial vertex wEF by star+(w), 

and we order these edges as follows: If e = (u, r, +1, v) and 1= (u', r', +1, v') where 

u, u', v, v'E F and r, r'Er with te = tl = w, then write e <w I if: 

1. u is a proper prefix of u'; or 

2. u = u' and r +1 is a proper prefix of r~l; or 

3. u = u', r +1 = r~1 and r -1 <llex r~1 in some chosen length-lexicographical order 

</lex on F. 

In particular, each non-irreducible vertex has a least outgoing edge which, following 

Guba and Sapir [29, Definition 9.1], we call the left principal edge. We say that two 

positive edges el, e2 with the same initial vertex are disjoint if they can be written in 

the form 

for some positive edges iI, h. Also, we say that an edge e is left-reduced (respectively, 

right-reduced) if it cannot be written in the form u.1 (respectively, I.u) for some non

empty word uEF and edge I. 

Example 1.2.1 Consider the vertex w = X
2
X-

1
X 3X-1 in the graph r of the rewriting 

system (1.1) in Example 1.1.4. The set star+(w) consists of the edges 
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which for convenience we label e, f and 9 respectively. These edges are ordered as 

e <w f <w g, so that e is the left principal edge. The edge 9 is disjoint from both e 

and f, and is, moreover, right-reduced. ...J 

The following well-known result is related to Konig's Lemma: 

Lemma 1.2.2 If P is noetherian, then for any vertex W in r there is a bound on the 

length of any positive path originating at w. 

Proof: Otherwise, we may choose wlEF with W~rWI and with no bound on the 

lengths of paths originating at WI. In the same way we may choose some w2EF with 

WI ~rW2 and no bound on the lengths of paths originating at W2, and so on, producing 

an infinite reduction sequence w~rWI ~rW2~r' •. , a contradiction. ...J 

Definition 1.2.3 By Lemma 1.2.2, we can define the following height function '!9 = 

'!9p (called the disorder function in [28]) , which we use in §4.4 and §5.2. 

7J : F--+N 

wl-----t max. length of all paths originating at w. 

1.2.2 The 2-complex V and its homology 

The 2-complex V = V(P) associated to P is the combinatorial 2-complex with 1-

skeleton r, to which, for each pair of positive edges e and f, a 2-cell [e, f] is attached 

along the closed path 

8[e, f] = (e.t!) (re.f)(e- 1.r !)(te.f-l). 

Remark: In the usual definition of the Squier complex, for each pair of positive edges 

e and f we also attach 2-cells [e, f- 1], [e-I, f] and [e- 1, f-l] along closed paths 

8[e, f-l] 

8[e-1 , f] 

8[e-1,f-1] 

(e.r f)(re.f-l )(e-1.tf)(te.f) 

(e-1.t!) (te·f)(e.r f)(re.f-l) 

(e- 1• r!) (te.f-l) (e.t!) (re.!). 
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But the additional cells here are attached along paths which are cyclic permutations of 

(a[e, f])±l, and since we are interested in the homology and homotopy of this complex 

it is unnecessary to include them: In the presence of [e, f] only, the attaching paths 

of the others are already null-homotopic. ...J 

Squier [60] in fact introduced a homotopy relation on r which coincides with homo

topy of this 2-complex: V is properly "the 2-complex of monoid pictures" introduced 

independently by both Pride [54] and Kilibarda [34]. The term "Squier complex" was 

introduced by Guba and Sapir [29, Introduction]. 

The two sided action of F on r extends naturally to the 2-cells by 

w.[e, f].w' = [w.e, f·w'] (w, w'E F, e, f positive edges). 

Homology 

We have the chain complex 

C(V) : (1.3) 

where the chain groups Co, C l and C2 are, respectively, the free abelian groups with 

bases F, the set of all positive edges, and the set of all 2-cells, and the boundary 

maps are 

ale = te-7e (e a positive edge) 

and 

a2[e, f] = e.(tf -7 J) - (te-7e)f (e, f positive edges). 

The chain groups are (ZF, ZF)-bimodules where the F-action is inherited from 

the two-sided action of F on V and, moreover, the boundary maps respect this action. 

It follows that the first homology group HI (V) is also a (ZF, ZF)-bimodule. It can 

be shown [54, Lemma 4.1] that 

J.Hl(V) = Hl(V).J = 0 (1.4) 
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and so HI (V) has an induced (ZS, ZS)-bimodule structure. This is the homology 

bimodule of P, denoted by II = II(P). In the short exact sequence (1) of (ZS, ZS)

bimodules II is exhibited as the kernel of a presentation of the relation bimodule 

M(P) = JIP ofP. 

If we use (V, s) to denote the connected component of V corresponding to the 

element s of S, and write IIs = HI (V, s), then we have the (abelian group) decom

position 

(1.5) 

For a, bES we then have a.IIs.b ~ IIasb , with equality if a and b are units. 

In particular if S is a group then we have 

a.IIs.b = IIasb for all a, s, bE S. (1.6) 

We shall require this in our proof of Theorem 1.3.4. 

Bimodules 

For a set X and monoid T, we shall use ZT.X.ZT to denote the free (ZT, ZT)

bimodule with basis X. The underlying abelian group is free with basis 

{t.x.t' : t, t' ET and XEX}, 

on which the two-sided T-action is given by writing 

s.(t.x.t').s' = st.x.t's' 

for any s, s'ET. 

The following lemma (and proof) is from a paper of Kobayashi and Otto [40, 

Lemma 6.1]. 
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Lemma 1.2.4 Let S be the monoid defined by some rewriting system, let F be the 

free monoid on its alphabet, and let ZF.X.ZF and ZS.X.ZS be the free (ZF, ZF) and 

(ZS, ZS) bimodules on some set X. If we consider ZS.X.ZS as a (ZF, ZF)-bimodule, 

with F acting via the epimorphism F--+S, then we have a natural epimorphism 

v : ZF.X.ZF --+ZS.X.ZS w.x.Zt---+w.x.z (XEX, w, ZEF) (1.7) 

of (ZF, ZF)-bimodules. The kernel Ker(v) of (1.7) can be written as 

J.X.ZF + ZF.X.J . 

Proof: It is clear that the inclusion J.X.ZF + ZF.X.J ~ Ker(v) holds, so we must 

show that the converse inclusion is also true. 

If we choose for each congruence class w a representative element W, then we can 

define homomorphisms !! 

o : ZS.X.ZS --+ZF.X.ZF w.x.zt---+w.x.z (XEX, w, ZEF) 

and 

¢> : ZF.X.ZF--+ZF.X.ZF w.x .zt---+w.x.z -w.x.z (XEX, w, ZEF). 

of abelian groups. Note that (Ov + ¢» is the identity on ZF.X.ZF, mapping a basis 

element w.x.z (w, zEF, XEX) to 

O(w.x.z)+w.x.Z-W.x.z = w.x.z+w.x.z-w.x.z = w.x.z. 

Now because, for any xEX and w, zEF, 

¢>(w.x.Z) w.x.Z - w.x.z 

- (w - w).x.z + w.x.(z - z), 

we see that Im(¢» ~ J.X.ZF + ZF.X.J. But for any e E Ker(v), 

and therefore e E J.X.ZF + ZF.X.J . .J 
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1.3 Finiteness conditions 

1.3.1 Finite derivation type (F DT) and finite homological 
type (FHT) 

Let p be a set of closed paths in 1). We shall denote by 1)P the 2-complex obtained 

by attaching 2-cells [w,p, w'] along all closed paths of the form 

8[w,p, w'] = w.p.w' (pEp, w, W/EF). 

A rewriting system P is said to be of finite derivation type (F DT) (respectively, 

finite homological type (F HT)) if it is finite, and if there is some finite set p (a 

homotopy (respectively, homology) trivializer) of closed paths in 1) such that the 2-

complex 1)P has trivial fundamental groups (respectively, has trivial first homology). 

An equivalent formulation of the F HT property is that there is a finite set of closed 

paths in 1) whose homology classes generate II as a (ZS, ZS)-bimodule. Note that 

a homotopy trivializer is also a homology trivializer, and so if P is F DT then it is 

also F HT; as remarked in the introduction, whether the converse holds is an open 

question2 [42, 66]. 

The properties F DT and F HT are in fact monoid invariants in the sense that 

if P and pI are two finite rewriting systems presenting isomorphic monoids, if one 

of them has the property F DT (respectively, F HT) then so does the other [60, 66]; 

thus we can talk about F DT and F HT monoids. These properties are also closed -

under retraction [66]. 

Squier [60] showed that monoids with finite complete rewriting systems are of 

type FDT (see §1.4.2), and hence also FHT [54, 60]. More recently, Kobayashi [38] 

has shown that monoids with a finite presentation containing one relation only are of 

type F DT; it is an open question as to whether such monoids have finite complete 

rewriting systems. 

2Pride and Otto have recently found an example of a monoid which is FHT but not FDT. 

'., 
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1.3.2 Homological finiteness conditions 

A monoid S is left-F Pn (respectively, right-F Pn ) if Z, regarded as a left (respectively, 

right) ZS-module with trivial S-action 

s.n = n (resp. n.s = n) (sES,nEZ), 

has a partial resolution 

A On A On-l 01 A e '7l 0 
n- n-l-"'- O-IU-

by free left (respectively, right) ZS-modules of finite rank. 

The following is a standard result of homological algebra. 

Lemma 1.3.1 (generalized Schanuel's Lemma [11, p.193]) Let 

0-K -Pn -Pn- 1 -·· ·po - M-O 

and 

O-K'-P~-P~-l-···P~-M-O 

be exact sequences of modules (or bimodules) where Pi and PI are projective for each 

i = 0, 1, ... , n. If n is even then there is an isomorphism 

otherwise there is an isomorphism 

Consequently, if ~ and PI are finitely generated for i~n, then K is finitely generated 

if and only if K' is finitely generated. ..J 
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If we splice together the sequence (3) with sequences found in [54] we obtain the 

following complex 

o _TIl -ZS.r --ZS.X --ZS -Z -0, (1.8) 

giving a partial resolution of Z up to dimension 2, and so if S is finitely presented, then 

by the generalized Schanuel Lemma (Lemma 1.3.1 above) S is of type left-F P3 if and 

only if ITI is finitely generated as a left ZS-module. There is also the corresponding 

sequence of right ZS-modules. 

For groups the properties left- and right-F Pn are equivalent for all n. However, 

this is not the case for monoids in general. Cohen has given an example of a monoid 

which is right-FPn for all n~O but is not left-FPl [13]; also a monoid of type left-FPn 

for all n~O introduced by Squier [59] was later shown not to be right-F P3 by Pride 

and Wang [56]. 

Another standard result of homological algebra is the Snake Lemma, which we 

shall use in Chapter 3. 

Lemma 1.3.2 (Snake Lemma) Suppose we have the commutative diagram 

where both rows are exact. 

Then the map D: ker,,(--+cokera defined by ct-+c1f3p- 1c+ima is a homomor

phism. Moreover, there is an exact sequence 

D kera -kerf3 -ker"( -cokera -cokerf3 -coker,,(. 

1.3.3 F DT and F HT monoids are left and right F P3 

Let p be a set of closed paths in the 2-complex V, and consider the sequence 

~S ~ ~ ~ ~ 
IL.I .p-ZS.r-ZS.x-ZS-Z-O (1.9) 
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of left ZS-modules, where the homomorphisms are defined as follows. Firstly, 80 is the 

augmentation homomorphism, mapping each SES to 1, and 81 is the homomorphism 

defined by the map 

Xl----t(x -1) (XEX). 

If for w = XIX2 ••• xnEF we use (w) to denote the element 

of ZS.x, then 82 is the homomorphism defined by the map 

(rEr). 

Lastly, 83 is the homomorphism defined by the map 

n 

pl----t LCiui.ri 
i=1 

for p = (Ul' rl, Cll vd·· .(un, rn, cn, Vn)Ep, where, for i = 1,2, ... , n, Ui, viEF, Ci = ±1 

and riEr. 

It is straightforward to see that (1.9) is a complex, and in fact 

Theorem 1.3.3 ([17, 54]) If p is a homology trivializer then the complex (1.9) is 

exact. 

A partial resolution of right ZS-modules can be constructed in the same way, and 

therefore F DT and F HT monoids are of type left and right F P3. 

1.3.4 The properties F DT and F HT for groups 

It has been shown that for finitely presented groups, the properties F DT, F HT and 

F P3 are equivalent. This follows from the equivalence of F DT and F P3 , shown by 

Cremanns and Otto [18] and Pride [55], together with the following result, for which 

we give a new proof: 
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Theorem 1.3.4 ([55]) For finitely presented groups, the properties F HT and F P3 

are equivalent. 

Proof: We use the following general result. Let G be a group and let A be a 

(ZG, ZG)-bimodule with an abelian group decomposition 

A=EBAg 

gEG 

such that h I .Ag.h2 = Ah19h2 for all hI, g, h2E G. Then Al has a left ZG-module 

structure with G-action 

-1 g*a = g.a.g 

Lemma 1.3.5 1. A ®ZG Z and Al are isomorphic as left; 'LG-modules. 

2. If Al is finitely generated as a left ZG-module then A is finitely generated as a 

bimodule. 

Proof: 

1. Regarding Z as a left ZG-module with trivial G-action, the map 

'¢ : AxZ-tAI (Lag, n)l---+n Lag.g-I 

gEG gEG 

is bilinear, since in particular for any hEG, 

'¢((Lag).h, n) = n Lag.h(gh)-I = n Lag.g-I = '¢(Lag, h.n). 
gEG 9EG· gEG gEG 

Therefore '¢ induces a homomorphism 

Lag01 1---+ Lag.g-I 

gEG gEG 

which is the inverse of the homomorphism 

al---+a01 

induced by the inclusion of Al into A. It is easily seen that these isomorphisms 

respect the left G-actions. 



2. Suppose that the left module Al has finite generating set B 

Then for any a E Ag we can express a.g-IE Al as a sum 

k k 

a.g-1 = LCi(hi*bjJ = LCihi.bji·h;;\ 
i=l i=l 
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where, for l:::;i:::;k, Ci = ±1, hi E G and l:::;ji:::;n, and so in the bimodule A we 

can write 

k 

a = LCihibj; (h;;lg). 
i=l 

Therefore B generates A as a bimodule. ...J 

Theorem 1.3.4 now follows by applying the Lemma to the decomposition (1.5) of II, 

taking account of (1.6): the bimodule II is finitely generated if and only if III is finitely 

generated as a left-module, and this is the case if and only if Sis FP3 (applying the 

generalized Schanuel's Lemma (Lemma 1.3.1) to the exact sequence (1.8)). ...J 

1.4 Complete rewriting systems 

General references for complete rewriting systems are [8, 7, 14]. In §1.1.2, we gave 

the following definition: a rewriting system P is complete if it is noetherian and 

it has precisely one irreducible element in each congruence class. Therefore we can 

denote by Irr(w) the irreducible word obtained by rewriting any word w, and if z is 

another word in the same congruence class, then Irr(z) = Irr(w). We now give two 

equivalent definitions. 

For any wEF we shall say that P is confluent (respectively, locally confluent) 

at w if whenever u, vEF satisfy w-+;u and w-+;v (respectively, w-+ru and w-+rv) 

then there is some zEF such that u-+;z and v-+;z. We shall say that P is confluent 

(respectively, locally confluent) if it is confluent at w (respectively locally confluent 

at w) for all wEF.' 
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In geometric terms, 'P is confluent (respectively, locally confluent) if whenever 

there is a pair of positive paths (respectively, positive edges) in r from wEF to 

vertices u and v, there are also positive paths in r from u and v to some common 

terminal vertex. 

Lemma 1.4.1 (Newman [49]) Any congruence class in a confluent rewriting sys

tem contains at most one irreducible word. 

Proof: For any pair of words u and u' lying in the same congruence class, there is 

a path in r from one to the other. We shall use an inductive argument on the path 

length to show that there is a pair of positive paths from u and u' to some common 

vertex. 

If the path has length one, then the pair of positive paths consists of either the path 

itself or its inverse, together with the corresponding empty path at u or u'. If the 

path has length n > 1, it can be considered as the product of two non-empty paths 

of length < n: a path from u to some vertex v, say, together with a path from v 

to u'. By induction, there are positive paths p and q from u and v respectively to 

some common vertex w, say, and also positive paths q' and p' from v and u' to some 

common vertex w'. Because 'P is confluent, there are positive paths rand r' from 

wand w' to some common vertex z, say, and then pr and p'r' are a pair of positive 

paths from u and u' to z. 

The lemma is now straightforward to prove: if u and u' are irreducible words in the 

same congruence class, then there is a pair of positive paths from these words to some 

common vertex, and because these paths must be empty we see that u and u' are the 

common vertex, that is, u = u'. ..J 

We therefore have the following characterization, due to Newman [49]: 

a rewriting system is complete if and only if it is noetherian and confluent. 

(1.10) 
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Lemma 1.4.2 (Principal of noetherian induction) Let P be a predicate on a set 

A with a noetherian order ~. Suppose that whenever aEA has the properly that P( a') 

holds for every a'EA with a't-a', then P{a) holds. Then P{a) holds for every aEA. 

Proof. For suppose that P{a) does not hold for some aEA. Then by our supposition 

there will be some alEA such that a't-al and P{al) is false. Continuing this argument 

will give an infinite sequence 

a contradiction to our assumption that 't- is a noetherian order. ...J 

This method of induction will be used in proving Proposition 3.3.4 and Theorem 4.4.1; 

we illustrate its use here by giving the well-known proof of the so-called Diamond 

Lemma: 

Lemma 1.4.3 (Diamond Lemma [49]) A noetherian and locally confluent rewrit

ing system P is confluent. 

Proof: We use noetherian induction on F, where the order is the reduction order 't- r 

induced by the rules. 

Let w be an element of F, and inductively assume the rewriting system is confluent at 

any vertex w'EF with w't-rw'. Suppose that w-+;u and w-+;v hold for some u, VEF, 

so there are positive paths p and q in r from w to u and v respectively. We want to 

deduce that P is also confluent at w, that is, there is some zEF such that u-+;z and 

v-+;z. 

Firstly, if w is irreducible, then u = v = wand we can just take z to be w. 

Suppose on the other hand that w is not irreducible. If either of the paths is empty, 

say w = u, then we can again just take z = v, so we can assume that both paths 

are non-empty and can therefore be written as products p = ep' and q = fq', where 

e and f are positive edges and p', q' are positive paths. Since P is locally confluent, 

there is some w'EF such that re-+;w' and rf-+;w'. 
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Figure 1.1: The Diamond Lemma 
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Because re-+;u and re-+;w' hold, by inductive assumption there is some u'EF such 

that u-+;u' and w'-+;u'; similarly, there is some v'EF such that v-+;v' and w'-+;v'. 

Also, because w'-+;u' and w'-+;v' hold, there is some zEF such that u'-+;z and 

v'-+;z. We therefore have (see Figure 1.1) 

u-+*u'-+*z r r and v-+*v'-+*z· r r' 

thus P is confluent at w, and the lemma follows by noetherian induction 

(Lemma 1.4.2). ...J 

Thus we have the alternative characterization: 

a rewriting system is complete if and only if it is noetherian 
and locally confluent. 

(1.11) 

The class of monoids which have finite complete rewriting systems has no known 

alternative characterization, although as we have seen such monoids must be finitely 

presented and have solvable word problem. We also have the following result: 

Theorem 1.4.4 (Anick-Groves-Squier [3, 27, 59]) A monoid with a finite com

plete rewriting system is of type left and right F P 00. 
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In fact Squier [59] showed that such mono ids were of type left and right F P3, and 

Groves [27] gave the more general result; later it was realized that this result was 

contained in work already published by Anick [3]. Other proofs have been given by 

Kobayashi [36], and Brown [12]. 

Corollary 1.4.5 (Squier [59]) There are finitely presented monoids with solvable 

word problem which do not have finite complete rewriting systems. 

Squier proved this by appealing to known examples of finitely-presented groups with 

solvable word problems which are not of type F P3 , for example groups studied by 

Stallings [61] and Abels [1]. Abels' example is a group of matrices, which we shall 

consider in §A.1, and Stallings' group is shown to have solvable word problem in [4]. 

Squier also gave his own examples of finite rewriting systems with solvable word 

problem for monoids which are not left F P3• 

Critical pairs 

The characterization (1.11) prompts the study of local confluence. 

Definition 1.4.6 A pair of positive edges with the same initial vertex form a critical 

pair if either: 

1. One of the pair is both left- and right-reduced (a critical pair of inclusion type); 

or 

2. One of the pair is left-reduced but not right-reduced, the other is right-reduced 

but not left-reduced, and they are not disjoint (a critical pair of overlapping 

type). 

Remark 1.4.7 We are trying here to emphasize the geometric interpretation of 

rewriting systems - the usual definition of a critical pair would only be the termi

nal vertices of one of our critical pairs (of edges), that is, the two possible results of 

rewriting the initial word. 



Example 1.4.8 Consider the rewriting system (1.1) 

[x UX- I ; XX- I = 1, X-IX = 1 (XEX)] 
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of Example 1.1.4 defining the free group with basis x. Each critical pair is of over

lapping type and is in the star of a vertex XX-IX or X-IxX- 1 (XEx): 

XX-IX 

II 
XX-IX 

/X 

~X 

or 

...J 

Note that any pair of edges in star+(w) (WEF) are either disjoint or are a translate 

of a critical pair by the two-sided action of F. A critical pair as defined above is a 

pair of edges corresponding to the two different ways of rewriting a word composed 

of the (non-disjoint) left-hand-sides of two rules. 

Definition 1.4.9 A resolution of a critical pair (e, f) is a pair of positive paths from 

re and r f to some common vertex; we say that a critical pair is resolvable if it has 

a resolution. 

Example 1.4.8 is particularly simple as its critical pairs are resolved immediately 

(that is, with empty paths). 

Example 1.4.10 The rewriting system given by the rules 

ac = ca, caaa = aa, bacb = 1 

on the alphabet a, b, c has one critical pair of inclusion type, 
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and also three of overlapping type, for example 

aae 
/ 

eaaae 
II 

eaaae 

~ 
eaaea 

(As mentioned previously (Remark 1.4.7), elsewhere these critical pairs would usually 

be written as the pairs (1, beab) and (a2e, ca2ea) respectively.) 

The following two paths give a resolution of the critical pair of overlapping type, to 

the vertex ea2
: 

aae--~, aea 

-~caa 
/ 

eaaea _eaeaa _eeaaa 

The critical pair of inclusion type cannot be resolved, since the terminal vertices are 

distinct irreducibles. ...J 

Proposition 1.4.11 (Knuth and Bendix [35]) A noetherian rewriting system is 

complete if and only if all the critical pairs are resolvable. 

Proof: A noetherian rewriting system is locally confluent if and only if each critical 

pair is resolvable. ...J 

Hence the result that the rewriting system (1.1) given in Example 1.1.4 is complete, 

since the critical pairs are resolved. 

1.4.1 The Knuth-Bendix completion procedure 

Let P = [x; r] be a finite rewriting system where r is compatible with some total 

reduction order ~ on F - note that P is always equivalent to such a rewriting system, 
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for example if we choose some length-lexicographical ordering of F, then we can 

replace each rule rEr for which r +1~llexr -1 with the rule (r -1, r +1)' If P is not 

complete then applying the Knuth-Bendix procedure [35] will produce an equivalent 

complete rewriting system Poo , but which in general will have an infinite set of rules. 

The procedure is as follows. For each non-resolvable critical pair (e, f) we can 

choose a pair of positive paths Pe and PI from Te and T f respectively to different 

irreducibles. Let r' denote the set of rules obtained from r by adding for each such 

critical pair (e, f) a rule (rPe, rPI) if rpe'i-rPI, otherwise adding the rule (rPI, rPe). 

Since P is not complete, r' f.r, but the rewriting system [Xi r'] is equivalent to P. 

(More generally, we can add any finite set of rules 

which allows us to resolve the critical pairs, provided that Ui'i-Vi, and of course that 

Ui++;Vi for each i = 1,2, .... ) 

Put r = ro, and then for all n2::1 we define rn to be r~_I' and 

The rewriting system Poo = [Xi roo] is equivalent to P, and is compatible with the 

original noetherian order on F. But it is also complete, for any critical pair arises 

from a pair of rules found in rn for some n2::0, and is therefore resolvable using a rule _ 
., C In rn = rn+l_roo' 

Example 1.4.12 Consider the rewriting system consisting of the set of rules 

r = { Xx- 1 = 1, X-IX = 1, xx = 1 } 

on the alphabet x, X-I, which is compatible with the length-lexicographic ordering 

based on the ordering X-Il>x. There are four critical pairs, all of overlapping type: 

two arising from the rules xx- I = 1 and X-IX = 1 which are immediately resolved as 



in Example 1.4.8, and the critical pairs 

/x 

X-1XX 

II and 
x-1xx 
~ 

X-I 

xxx- l 

II 
xxx- l 

~x 
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Applying the Knuth-Bendix procedure, we obtain the set rl of rules by adding the 

rule X-I = X to r. There are two new critical pairs (of inclusion type) which arise 

from the introduction of this rule, namely 

X~-l 

II 
xx- l 

xx 
/ 

~1 

and 
~-IX 

II 
X-IX 

xx 
/ 

~1 
and they are both easily resolved by the path xx --+ 1. 

Thus in this case the Knuth-Bendix procedure terminates with a complete rewriting 

system after adding a single rule. This rewriting system is a presentation of the group 

of order two, which in fact has the simpler complete rewriting system 

...J 

Example 1.4.13 It has been shown that the rewriting system consisting of the set 

of rules 

r = ro = { xa=atx, xt=tx, xy=l, xb=bx, ab=l } 

on the alphabet a, b, t, x, y has no equivalent finite complete rewriting system [60, 

Corollary 6.8]. Therefore in this case the Knuth-Bendix procedure will not terminate 

in a finite number of steps. The rewriting system is compatible with the recursive path 

ordering >- from the left (Definition 1.1.3) induced by the ordering X I> a I> b I> t I> Y : 
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1. xa'r-atx holds because x[>a and xa'r-tx (xa'r-tx holds because x[>t and xa'r-x, 

and xa'r-x because a'r-1); 

2. xt'r-tx holds because x[>t and xt'r-x (xt'r-x holds because t'r-1); 

3. xb'r-bx holds because x[>b and xb'r-x (xb'r-x holds because b'r-1). 

For n = 1,2,3, ... , let 

By [60, Lemma 6.2(b)], the relation atnb++; 1 holds for each n, and so the rules 

r, rl, r2, ... all generate the same Thue congruence. We use 1'n to denote the rewriting 

system with the rules rn on the alphabet a, b, t, x. 

For n = 0, 1,2,3, ... , the rules rn give rise to the single critical pair 

which (for n2::1) does not arise from the rules rn-l. In each case the critical pair can 

be resolved by the path 

Thus this sequence of rewriting systems can be produced by applying the Knuth

Bendix procedure to 1'0. It is only the union 

1'00 = [a,b,t,x; Urn] 
n~O 

which is complete. 
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1.4.2 The property F DT 

Throughout this section we shall assume that for a complete rewriting system 'P, p is 

a set of closed paths in r obtained by choosing resolutions of each critical pair. The 

following observation is fundamental to our study of complete rewriting systems. 

Remark 1.4.14 The boundary of each 2-cell (J" in VP has a unique maximal vertex 

Wu and minimal vertex Zu with respect to the reduction ordering >-r on F, and the 

boundary of (J" consists of two positive paths from Wu to Zu. These paths will come 

from resolutions of either critical or disjoint pairs, according as to whether (J" arises 

from the trivializer p or not. 

Moreover each 2-cell is uniquely determined by the two edges at its maximal vertex, 

and we can therefore denote each 2-cell (J" by [wu ; (e, I)] where e <W<T f are the 

corresponding edges in star+ ( Wu ). We shall use this notation when studying complete 

rewriting systems in §3.3, §4.4 and §5.2. 

Example 1.4.15 Consider the vertex W = XXX-IX in the graph r of the complete 

rewriting system in Example 1.4.12 consisting of the rules rl on the alphabet x, X-I. 

The set star+ ( w) consists of the three edges 

xxx-l x--+xx, xxx-1x--+xx 

which for convenience we label e, f and 9 respectively. The 2-cell [Wi (e, g)] is in the 

2-complex V, and is attached along the closed path 



If p is chosen to contain the closed paths 

then the 2-cells [Wi (e, f)] and [Wi (/, g)] will be attached along the closed paths 

in VP. 

/ 
w----"'xx ---..,.. 

9 
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Theorem 1.4.16 (Squier [60]) The set p is a homotopy trivializer, and therefore 

a finite complete rewriting system has the property F DT. 

We need the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 1.4.17 Any pair of positive paths p, q from a single vertex to its irreducible 

will give rise to a closed path pq-l which is null-homotopic. 

Proof: This is proved by noetherian induction on F, where the order is the reduction 

order »or induced by the rules. 

Suppose that p = el ... em and q = II .. . fn are two positive paths from wEF to Irr(w), 

and assume inductively that for any w'EF satisfying w»orw' and positive paths r, S 

from w' to Irr(w') (= Irr(w)) we have that rs-1 is null-homotopic. We want to 

deduce that the closed path pq-l is also homotopic ally trivial. 

If w is irreducible, then both paths are empty, and the result is obvious. Otherwise, 

both paths are non-empty. If el = II then by inductive assumption the closed path 

e2 . . . em f;;l . . . f:;1 is null-homotopic and the result follows. If not, then there is a 2-cell 
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w 
y'{ 

\.J 
* 

· I: 
Irr(w) * 

Figure 1.2: Construction used in Lemma 1.4.17 

[Wi (eI, fd] in 'DP with boundary elP'q,-1 f11, say, where p' and q' are positive paths. 

Let us choose some positive path r from TP' = Tq' to Irr(w). If we use ~ to denote 

the relation "homotopic with endpoints fixed" then we can write (see Figure 1.2) 

P f'V f ' '-1 lq P e2·· .em 
f'V !Iq'p,-lp'r (by inductive assumption) 
f'V !Iq'r 
f'V q (by inductive assumption). 

Thus any pair of positive paths from w to I rr( w) give rise to a null-homologous path, 

and the lemma now follows by noetherian induction (Lemma 1.4.2). ...J 

Lemma 1.4.18 For any path p from u to w (u, wEF ), 

holds for any pair qu and qw of positive paths from u and w respectively to Irr(u) = 

Irr(w). 

Proof: We use induction on the length n of p. If p is empty, then by Lemma 1.4.17 

p~quq;;/. Ifn > 0 then we can write p = ecp', where eEe+ and c = ±1, and if we 

write v = TeC and choose some positive path qv from v to the irreducible (z, say), 

then we have 
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(a) c= +1 (b) c= -1 

u 
e pi 

u~o(--v ~w 

q", ~) 
z z 

Figure 1.3: Proof of Lemma 1.4.18 

(a) if c = +1 then by Lemma 1.4.17 we have qu ~ eqv; 

(b) if c = -1 then again by Lemma 1.4.17 we have equ ~ qv; and 

2. (by the inductive hypothesis) pi ~ qvq:;/. 

Therefore (see Figure 1.3) 

and the result follows by induction. ...J 

Proof of Theorem 1.4.16 If Pl and P2 are paths with the same initial and terminal 
vertices (u and v, say) then we can choose positive paths qu and qv to the irreducible. 

By Lemma 1.4.18 we have 

It follows immediately that any closed path in VP is homotopically trivial, and so p 

is indeed a homotopy trivializer. ...J 
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Example 1.4.19 Let 'P be the complete rewriting system in Example 1.4.13 with 

the infinite set of rules. Each critical pair is of the form 

and can be resolved by the path 

atxtnb 
/ 

xatnb 
II 

xatnb 

~x 

By Theorem 1.4.16, the set of closed paths of the form 

atxt tn-1b -- ... _ at2xt tn- 2b 

/ """ xa tnb atn+1xb 
II #'" 

xatn b atnH bx 

-~ x--------
for n~O is a homotopy trivializer of V. 

1.4.3 Groups with finite complete rewriting systems 

There are many groups which are known to have finite complete rewriting systems, for 

example free groups of finite rank (Example 1.4.8), finitely generated abelian groups, -

the Heisenberg group [33], and a group studied by Greendlinger [51]. Dekov [20] has 

shown that torus-knot groups have such rewriting systems, as do one-relator groups 

with a finite presentation of the form 

(1.12) 

where w is a word on the generators x U X-I. 

Groves and Smith [28] have investigated how the property of being presented by a 

finite complete rewriting system behaves mi.der various group-theoretic constructions 
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(subgroups, quotient groups, group extensions and HNN-extensions) and used the 

results to prove: 

Theorem 1.4.20 ([28]) Constructible solvable groups have finite complete rewriting 

systems. 

The following questions have so far been unanswered: 

Open Question 1.4.21 ([28]) If a group G has a finite index subgroup with a finite 

complete rewriting system, then G itself has a finite complete rewriting system. Is the 

converse true? 

Open Question 1.4.22 ([65]) Suppose that HI and H2 are groups and that the free 

product HI * H2 has a finite complete rewriting system. Is it always true that HI and 

H2 themselves have finite complete rewriting systems? 

Because of the following result, a positive answer to the second question would also 

give a positive answer to the first: 

Theorem 1.4.23 (Pride and Wang [56]) Let H be a subgroup of finite index n in 

a group G. If G has a finite complete rewriting system, then so does the free product 

H * Fn- I of H with the free group of rank n - 1. 

We also mention the following open questions, regarding two much-studied classes 

of groups which are of type F P 00 and have solvable word problems: 

Open Question 1.4.24 ([38]) Do all finitely generated one-relator groups have a 

finite complete rewriting system? 

Open Question 1.4.25 ([52]) Do all hyperbolic groups have finite complete rewrit

ing systems? Hyperbolic groups are particular examples of automatic groups, which 

were introduced by Cannon and Thurston [22]. Do all automatic groups have a finite 

complete rewriting system? 



Chapter 2 

A-complete rewriting systems 

Abstract 

We introduce A-complete rewriting systems which give solutions to A-word problems. 

In §2.1.1 we characterize monoids which have a finite A-complete rewriting system 

as those monoids with a A-Dehn presentation, and in §2.2 we describe a method of 

obtaining A-complete rewriting systems for certain groups which are H N N-extensions 

whose base groups have complete rewriting systems, and we use this to obtain some 

interesting examples. 

2.1 A-solvable word problems 

Definition 2.1.1 The A-word problem of a rewriting system will be to decide for 

any word w whether or not w is congruent to the empty word. We shall say that a -

rewriting system has a A-solvable word problem if there is an algorithm which solves 

its A-word problem. 

The following proposition shows that this property is a monoid invariant, so we 

can extend the above definition to say that a finitely presented monoid has A-solvable 

word problem if each of its finite rewriting systems does. 

Proposition 2.1.2 lfP and Q are finite rewriting systems which define isomorphic 

monoids then P has A-solvable word problem if and only if Q does. 

41 
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Proof: By the Tietze Theorem (Theorem 1.1.1), it is enough to show that the result 

is true whenever Q is obtained from P by a single Tietze transform. 

1. Suppose that a type 1 Tietze transformation is applied to P = [Xi r] to give the 

rewriting system Q = [Xi r'], where r' is obtained from r by adjoining a rule 

u = v with ut-t;v. Because the congruences t-t; and t-t;, are the same, any 

algorithm solving the A-word problem for P also solves the A-word problem for 

Q, and vice versa. 

2. Suppose that a type 2 Tietze transformation is applied to P = [Xi r] to give the 

rewriting system Q by adding a new letter y and rule y = z for some word z on 

the alphabet x. Recall from §1.1.2 that the homomorphism of free monoids on 

the alphabets of the respective rewriting systems which identifies the letters in 

X and maps y to z induces an isomorphism 

S(Q)-+S(P). 

A word w on the alphabet xU{y} of Q is therefore congruent to the empty word 

(with respect to the rules of Q) if and only if w't-t;l holds, where w' denotes 

the word obtained from w by rewriting each instance of the letter y according 

to the rule y = z. 

It follows easily that Q has A-solvable word problem if and only if P does. .J 

Definition 2.1.3 We shall say that a rewriting system is A-complete if it is noethe

rian, and the empty word is the unique irreducible in its congruence class. 

Proposition 2.1.4 If a monoid has a finite A-complete rewriting system then it has 

A-solvable word problem. 

Proof: Suppose that P is a finite A-complete rewriting system. Because P is noethe

rian, any word w can be rewritten in a finite number of steps to an irreducible word 
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w*, say, and then since the empty word is the unique irreducible in its congruence 

class, w+-t;1 if and only if w* = 1. ...J 

Obviously, if a rewriting system has solvable word problem then it has A-solvable 

word problem. Example 2.1.5 shows that the converse does not hold in general; it 

is true, however, if we restrict our attention to the class of groups (Proposition 2.1.6 

below). 

Example 2.1.5 The following rewriting system was shown by Tsejtin [63] to have 

unsolvable word problem (the congruence class containing the word aaa is a non

recursive subset of the free monoid on the given alphabet). 

alphabet: a, b, c, d, e 

rules: ac=ca, 
be = cd, 

ad=da, 
dc=cd, 

de=edb, 
ce=eca, 

caaa=aa, 
daaa=aa. 

cdca=cdcae, 

Because there are no rules whose left or right hand side is the empty word, the empty 

word is in the congruence class consisting only of itself; an algorithm to solve the 

A-word problem is then just to check whether or not a word is the empty word. 

Proposition 2.1.6 A group G with A-solvable word problem has solvable word prob

lem. 

Proof: Suppose that G has a rewriting system P with some algorithm solving the _ 

A-word problem. For each letter x in the alphabet x ofP we can choose a word wxEF 

such that xWx = 1 : since G is a group we know that such words exist, and we can 

check using the algorithm whether or not any word wEF satisfies xw = 1. 

We wish to describe an algorithm which solves the word problem for G. We claim that 

any pair of words u and v = XIX2 ••. Xn (where XiEx for i = 1,2, .. . n) are congruent 

with respect to the rules r if and only if uwxn • •• W X1 +-t; 1. We can check this fact, since 

we have assumed an algorithm recognizing words that are congruent to the empty 

word. 
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For suppose that U and v are congruent. Then 

On the other hand, suppose that UWXn ' •• W X1 is congruent to the empty word. Since 

G is a group, XWx is congruent to the empty word if and only if WxX is also, and so 

V +-+; UWXn " ,Wx1Xl" 'Xn 

+-+; UWXn " ,Wx2 X 2·· 'Xn 

This proves our claim. ...J 

Thus, as regards the word problem, finite complete rewriting systems for groups 

seem to give unnecessary information. Indeed, as mentioned in §1.4, there are known 

examples of finitely presented groups with solvable word problem but without any -

finite complete rewriting system. The following questions present themselves: 

Open Question 2.1.7 ([8, 16]) Does every finitely presented group with solvable 

word problem have a finite ,X-complete rewriting system? 

Open Question 2.1.8 ([8, 16]) Is there a group with a finite ,X-complete rewriting 

system but with no finite complete rewriting system? 

We could also rephrase Open Questions 1.4.24 and 1.4.25 as follows. 
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Open Question 2.1.9 Do all finitely generated one-relator groups have a finite A

complete rewriting system? 

Open Question 2.1.10 Do all hyperbolic groups have finite A-complete rewriting 

systems? Do all automatic groups have finite A-complete rewriting systems? 

2.1.1 A-Dehn presentations 

In the next section we discuss some examples of groups with finite A-complete rewrit

ing systems, but first we give an alternative description of such groups. 

Definition 2.1.11 ([44]) A group presentation (x; r) is called a Dehn presentation 

if it is finite, and if the following holds: 

whenever a word w on the alphabet xUx-1 is non-empty and satisfies 

w = 1, then either w is not freely reduced, or w contains a sub word u 

for which there is a word v of shorter length such that uv- I is a cyclic 

conjugate of an element of rUr- l . 

For any group presentation 9 = (x; r) we can construct a length-reducing (and 

therefore noetherian) rewriting system 

(2.1) 

whose rules consist of all free reductions xx- I = 1, X-IX = 1 (XEX) together with 

all rules of the form u = v where uv- I is a cyclic permutation of some relator or its -

inverse, and v has strictly shorter length than u. If 9 is a Dehn presentation, the 

empty word is the only irreducible element in its congruence class, and therefore 9lr is 
A-complete. This rewriting system performs the Dehn algorithm [44] and, of course, 

any group with a Dehn presentation has a solvable word problem. The fact that 

groups with Dehn presentations have A-complete rewriting systems has been noted 

before (see [8, 45] and the references therein). In [45] some results on the classes of 

groups which have particular types of length-reducing A-complete rewriting systems . . 

are given. 
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Dehn [19] originally showed that the fundamental groups of closed orientable sur

faces of genus n~2 have such presentations. More recently, Gromov [26] introduced 

the notion of word hyperbolic groups, and stated that this class of groups coincides 

with the class of groups which admit a Dehn presentation. Proofs of this result have 

been given elsewhere, for example in [58]. 

A characterization theorem for groups with a finite A-complete rewriting 
system. 

We shall generalize the idea of a Dehn presentation as follows. 

Definition 2.1.12 We shall call a group presentation 

9 = (x; r) 

a A-Dehn presentation if it is finite, and if for some reduction ordering >- on the free 

monoid F(xUx-1) the following holds: 

1. xx-l,x-1x>-1 for all xEx; and 

2. if W = 1, where WEF(xUx-1) is non-empty, then either W is not freely reduced, 

or W contains a subword u for which there is a word v such that u>-v and uv-1 

is a cyclic conjugate of an element of rUr-1 . 

Thus a Dehn presentation is a A-Dehn presentation where we can choose the 

length reducing order (Definition 1.1.1). On the other hand the next example shows 

that there are groups which have a A-Dehn presentation for some non-length reducing 

reduction order but which do not have any Dehn presentation. 

Example 2.1.13 Consider the group with presentation 

9 = (a, b, c; abc = cba). 

Greendlinger [25] gave this as an example of a presentation that was not a Dehn 

presentation. In fact it is known that this group has no Dehn presentation; Gromov 
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observed that any abelian subgroup of a word hyperbolic group containing an element 

of infinite order is finite-by-cyclic ([26] - for a proof of this see [58, Corollary 3.6]), 

whereas the subgroup generated by ab and cb is free abelian of rank two. However, it 

does have a finite complete rewriting system, discovered by Otto [51]: 

alphabet: a, a-I, b, b- I, c, c-I 

rules: aa- I = 1, 
bb- I = 1, 
cc-I = 1, 

a-Ia = 1, 
b-Ib = 1, 
c-Ic = 1 , 

a-Icb = bca-I, 
ac- I = b-Ic-Iab, 

a-Ib- I = c-Ib-Ia-Ic. 

abc = cba, 

Dekov [20] gave another proof that this rewriting system is noetherian by showing 

that it is compatible with the recursive path ordering from the left >- induced by the 

partial ordering on the alphabet given by writing 

of the alphabet. For example ac-I>-b-Ic-Iab holds because at>b- I and ac-I>-c-Iab; 

the latter holds because at>c- I and ac-I>-ab; this time the latter holds because c-1t>b. 

It is easily checked that each rule is either a free reduction or can be obtained from 

a cyclic permutation of abc = cba, and it follows that 9 is a .A-Dehn presentation. ...J 

Proposition 2.1.14 The class of groups with finite .A-complete rewriting systems 

coincides with the class of groups which have a .A-Dehn presentation. 

Proof: In the same way that a finite (length-reducing) .A-complete rewriting system 

(2.1) can be constructed from a Dehn presentation, we can construct a finite .A

complete rewriting system from any .A-Dehn presentation. 

Conversely, suppose that G is a group with finite .A-complete rewriting system P = 

[x; r]. Since G is a group, for each xEx we can choose words Wx on x such that 

xWx = WxX = 1. Introducing new monoid generators X-I = {X-I: XEx} by type 2 

Tietze transformations gives the equivalent finite rewriting system 

pi = [x U X-I; r /]' 
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where r' = r U {x-1 = Wx : XEX}. 

Then P' is also noetherian, since the new rules only operate on the new generators, 

replacing them with words on x: any hypothetical infinite sequence 

involving words on xUx-1 would involve only a finite number of applications of the 

new rules, and so we could easily derive a corresponding infinite reduction sequence 

for P, a contradiction. 

It is also A-complete, because any word w on xUx-1 can be rewritten in a finite 

number of steps to a word w' on x, and then wf-t;,l holds if and only if W'f-t;1. We 

can then rewrite w to the empty word as follows: 

(We are again using the fact that the homomorphism of free monoids which identifies 

x and maps each x-1Ex-1 to the word Wx on x induces an isomorphism 

S(P')-+S(P) 

-see §1.1.2.) 

Now write 

g = (x; f), 

where f = {r +1r=t : rEr} U {wxx : XEx}, and let >-r' be the reduction ordering on 

F(xUx-1) induced by the set of rules r' of P' (Definition 1.1.5). If some non-empty -

word w on xUx-1 is equivalent to the empty word, then, as P' is A-complete, wean 

be rewritten to the empty word, and so: 

2. w must contain a subword r +11 the left-hand side of some rule in r, or a letter 

X-I (XEx), where there is a relator r +1r=t or X- 1W;1 in g with r +1>-r,r -1 or 

x-1>-r'Wx respectively. 

Thus g is A-Dehn, and we are done. .J 
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2.2 Producing ,X-complete rewriting systems from 
complete rewriting systems 

In this section we introduce a method of constructing A-complete rewriting systems 

for HNN groups whose base groups have certain complete rewriting systems with nice 

properties. It relies on Britton's Lemma (Lemma 2.2.2), which describes the structure 

of words that are equivalent to 1 in HNN groups. 

We use this method to construct some interesting examples, and remark on the 

possibility of using similar constructions to search for an answer to Open Ques

tion 2.1.8. 

2.2.1 HNN-extensions 

Let G be a group with group presentation g = (x; r), and suppose that A and B 

are isomorphic subgroups. Let aI, a2, ... be words on x representing a generating set 

of A, and let bI , b2 , ••• be words representing the images of this generating set under 

some isomorphism cp : A-+B. If ttJ.x is some new letter, then the group presented by 

(2.2) 

is an HNN-extension of G with stable letter t, associating subgroups A and B (by 

the isomorphism cp). We call G the base group, and we denote the HNN-extension 

by G*cp:A"!!~B' or just G*A9!B if the isomorphism is understood. We shall generally 

abbreviate the presentation (2.2) to 

Lemma 2.2.1 ([57, p.412]) The group homomorphism induced by the inclusion of 

the presentation (x; r) of the base group into (2.2) is injective. ...J 

This group construction has become very important since it was first introduced 

by Higman, Neumann and Neumann [30] (where the above Lemma was first proved, 
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and then used to give some embedding theorems). In particular, the combinatorial 

arguments used by both Boone and Novikov to give groups with unsolvable word prob

lems were later seen to be contained in the more general theory of HNN-extensions, 

and Britton [10] was able to use the following lemma to considerably simplify Boone's 

construction: 

Lemma 2.2.2 (Britton's Lemma [10]) Consider the presentation (2.2). If w is a 

word involving the stable letter t which is equivalent to 1, then w contains a subword of 

the form r1ut or of the form tvr l , where u and v are words on xUx-1 representing 

elements of the subgroups A and B respectively. ...J 

Let 'PH be a finite complete rewriting system for a group H, with words u, v on 

the alphabet x such that 

are sets of irreducible words. Then these sets are sets of normal forms of the infinite 

cyclic subgroups generated by u and v are, respectively. 

By associating the cyclic subgroups (u), (v) under the isomorphism induced by the 

map Ul--+V, we can form the HNN-group 

Theorem 2.2.3 The rewriting system Q obtained from 'PH by adding new letters t -

and t- l together with the additional rules 

tt- l = 1 r1u = vr l , r1u-1 = v-1rl , , 
t-1t = 1, tv = ut, tv-1 = u-1t 

is a A-complete rewriting system for G. 

Proof: We first show that the new rewriting system is noetherian. Let F(F) be the 

free monoid on the alphabet 

F = {iii: w is a word on the alphabet x}. 
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(Note that for two words WI and W2 on x, (Wl)(W2) is not equal to ~.) 

We can use the reduction order on F(x) induced by the rules of PH to give a noethe

rian partial order c> on the alphabet FU{ t, t-1
} as follows: 

1. te c> w for c = ±1 and each letter wE F; 

Any word W on the alphabet xU{ t, t-1 } of Q is of the form 

where Ci = ±1 and Wi is a word on x for i = 1,2, ... , n. Let w be the corresponding 

word 

on the alphabet FU{t,t-1
}. 

For any two words wand z on the alphabet of Q we then write w'rz if and only 

if w'rr.z, where 'rr. is the recursive path ordering from the left (Definition 1.1.3) on 

F(FU{ t, rl}) induced by the partial order 1>. It remains to show that the rules of Q 

are compatible with this reduction ordering on F(xU{t, rl}). This is easily checked. 

Firstly, 

r +1'rr -1 holds for each rule r in PH, since r+l c> r-l immediately gives 

r+1'rr.r-l. 

The additional rules are seen to be compatible as follows. 

2. The relation r 1u'rvt-1 holds because t-1U'rr.vr1, since rl c> v and r 1u'rr.rl; 

the relation t-1u'rr.r1 holds because u'rr.1. 
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3. The relation rIu-I'r-vt holds because t-Iu'r-r>vr l , since rl t> V and t-IU'r-r>t-Ij 

this latter holds because u'r-r>lj 

4. The relation tv'r-ut follows from the fact that tv'r-r>ut, because t t> U and tv'r-r>tj 

this latter holds because v'r-r>1. 

5. The relation tv-I'r-U-It holds because £:;;:l'r-r>U-I t, because t t>;:;:::r and tv-I'r-r>tj -this latter holds because v- I 'r-r>1. 

Therefore Q is indeed noetherian, and it remains to show that the empty word is the 

unique irreducible in its congruence class. 

Suppose that w is an irreducible word which is congruent to the empty word. If w 

contains the letter t or rl then by Britton's Lemma it must contain a subword of the 

form r1wt or tw't-1 where w, w' are words on xUx-1 representing elements of (u), 

(v), respectively, and so it will not be irreducible - a contradiction. If on the other 

hand w does not contain any instances of the letter t or the letter t- I , then by Lemma 

2.2.1 we see that it is the empty word, which is therefore the unique irreducible in its 

congruence class. ..J 

2.2.2 Some examples 

Baumslag-Solitar groups 

The infinite cyclic group has a finite complete rewriting system consisting of the rules 

on the alphabet x, X-I. For each pair of integers p and q, the normal forms of the 

subgroups generated by xP and XI are, respectively, 

{xkP : kEZ} and {xkq
: kEZ}, 

and so by Theorem 2.2.3, the HNN-group with the presentation 

(2.3) 
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obtained by associating these subgroups has the following A-complete rewriting sys

tem: 

alphabet: x, X-I, t, rl 

rules: xx- l = 1, 
X-IX = 1, 
tt- l = 1, 
t-1t = 1, 

rlXp = xqt-l, 
t-1x-p = x-qt- l , 

txq = xPt, 
tx-q = x-Pt. 

This rewriting system is not complete, since for example a critical pair of the form 

will not generally be resolved. 

xqt-1x-1 
/'" 

t-1xPX-1 

II 
r1xp-1xx-1 

~ 
t-1xp- 1 

In fact 9(p,q) is the standard presentation of the Baumslag-Solitar group G(p,q), for 

which finite complete rewriting systems have been exhibited elsewhere [22, §7.4). 

A small cancellation group 

The free group :F3 with basis {a, b, c} has a complete rewriting system of the form 

(1.1), whose rules consist of all free reductions. 

The normal forms of the cyclic subgroups generated by c and cb-1a-1ba are, respec- -

tively, the sets 

and so by Theorem 2.2.3, the HNN-group with the presentation 

(2.4) 

obtained from :F3 by associating these cyclic subgroups has the following A-complete 

rewriting system: 



alphabet: a, a-I, b, b-l , c, c-1, d, d-1 

rules: d-1c = cb-1a-1bad-1, aa-1 = 1, 
bb-1 = 1, 
cc-1 = 1, 
dd-1 = 1, 

a-1a = 1, 
b-1b = 1, 
c-1c = 1, 
d-1d = 1, 

d- 1 -1 - -lb-1 b -ld-1 C -a ac , 
dcb-1a-1ba = cd, 

da-1b-1abc-1 = c-1d. 
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But (2.4) is the standard presentation of the fundamental group of a closed ori

entable surface of genus 2, which was shown by Dehn himself to be (what we now 

call) a Dehn presentation (see [62, §6.1.4]). Therefore this group admits a different 

,X-complete rewriting system of the form (2.1) which is length reducing. 

A group whose isoperimetric function grows faster than any simple expo
nential. 

For each pair (p, q) of integers, the Baumslag-Solitar group Gp,q with presentation 

(2.3) has a finite complete rewriting system [22, §7.4] on the alphabet x, X-I, t, r 1, 

moreover where the normal forms of the cyclic subgroups generated by x and tare, 

respectively, 

and {tk 
: kEZ}. 

Again we can use Theorem 2.2.3 to construct A-compete rewriting systems for the 

HNN-groups formed by associating these subgroups. In particular, the group 

has a finite A-complete rewriting system. This group has presentation 

from which we can remove the generator t by a type 2 Tietze transformation to get 

the presentation 

( X S • x(x
B

) - x 2 ) " -, 
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where we use the notation xt to denote the word txrl. This presentation was shown 

by Gersten [24] to have an isoperimetric function 1 growing faster than the function 

Er for all r~O, where Er is the function N--+N defined recursively by writing 

Eo(n) = n. 

2.2.3 Remarks concerning Open Question 2.1.8 

The Anick-Groves-Squier Theorem (Theorem 1.4.4) tells us that if a group has a finite 

complete rewriting system then it is of type FPoo • Therefore, in order to answer Open 

Question 2.1.8, one might attempt to find a finite A-complete rewriting system for a 

non-F P 00 group. 

Proposition 2.13 (b) of Bieri's book [5] states that if a group G is of type F Pn and 

has isomorphic subgroups of type FPn- b then an HNN extension G*A<:?:!B obtained by 

associating these subgroups is itself of type F Pn . As a consequence, the construction 

used in Theorem 2.2.3 will only produce A-complete rewriting systems for groups 

which are of type FPoo : the base group is always of type FPoo , since it is required 

to have a finite complete rewriting system, as are the cyclic subgroups which are 

associated (see, for example, [5, Proposition 2.7]). 

However, we do not need the associated subgroups to be cyclic, or indeed to have a 

finite complete rewriting system for the base group; the requirements of Theorem 2.2.3 

just allow a general result to be given. We might hope to use the same method, 

that is, using Britton's Lemma to examine the irreducible words congruent to the 

empty word, in specific cases of non-FPoo groups. The author has tried (but not 

succeeded) to produce a A-complete rewriting system for Abels' group in this way 

(see the appendix, §A.1). 

lIsoperimetric functions give some idea of the complexity of word problems (see [26]): for >.
complete rewriting systems this function describes, in terms of the length of any word w satisfying 
w = 1, the minimum number of applications of rules that one needs to allow in order to be certain 
that w can be rewritten to the empty word. 



Chapter 3 

A 3-dimensional complex and its 
homology 

Abstract 

We begin by attaching 3-cells to the 2-complex VP to form a 3-complex, which we 

denote Vp. We show that the second homology group of this new 3-complex has, like 

the first homology of V, a natural (ZS, ZS)-bimodule structure. In §3.3 we exhibit 

this bimodule as the kernel of a presentation of IT (the short exact sequence (4)), and 

in §3.4 we give the short exact sequence (5). 

3.1 A 3-dimensional complex 

Let V be the Squier complex and let p be a set of closed paths. Recall from §1.3.1 

that VP is the 2-complex obtained by attaching 2-cells [w,p, w'] (pEp, w, W'EF) along 

all closed paths of the form 

8[w,p,w'] = w.p.w'. 

We now extend VP to form the 3-complex VP: the 2-skeleton is just VP, and the 

construction is completed by adding 3-cells as follows. For each positive edge / and 

each 2-cell a, where 8a = e~l ... e~n (eiEe+, Ci = ±1, i = 1, ... , n), 3-cells [I, a] and 

[a, /] are attached to the 2-skeleton by mapping their boundaries to, respectively: 

56 
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(v\ ....................... 

K )1 
~~ EEi[/,ei] ~/ 

E 

-r/.fT 

Figure 3.1: Boundary of the 3-cell [I, a] 

tf.e, t/.e, 
E 

fOT~! [f,.e,] !fO~ fO~! -[/,e,] !fOT<; 

oE .. 
r/.e, r/.e, 

Ci = 1 Ci =-1 

Figure 3.2: A 2-ceU of V 

1. the 2-cells tl.a and -T f.a, together with 2-cells ci[/, ei] for l::::;i::::;n according 

to the diagram Figure 3.1, where ci[I, ei] is the 2-cell shown in Figure 3.2. 

2. 2-cells a.tl and -a.T I together with 2-cells -cdei, I] for l::::;i::::;n. 

Remark 3.1.1 Note the similarities to the construction of the 2-complex V, where 

for each pair of positive edges e and I, 2-cells [e, I] are attached to r by mapping 

their boundaries to the closed paths composed of the edges e.tl and -e.T I together 

with the edges Te.1 and -te.l. 

Remark 3.1.2 For e, I, gEe+ the added 3-cells [e, [I, g]] and [[e, I], g] are cubes, as 

shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: A cube 

The 2-sided action of F again extends naturally to the 3-cells. For [I, a] and [a, I] 

(J Ee+, a a 2-cell), and u, vE F, 

u.[I, a].v = [u·l, a.v] and u.[a, I].v = [u.a,l.v] . 

3.2 The 2-dimensional homology of the 3-complex 
VP 

We now expand the chain complex C(V) in §1.2.2 to get the chain complex 

C(Vp) : Cp83C GPfhC 8l e 0- 3- 2$ 2- 1- 0-0 

associated to Vp. Here Cf is the free abelian group with basis the set of all 3-cells and 

Cf is the free abelian group with basis the set of a1l2-cells [u,p, v] (pEp, u, VEF). The 

map fh restricted to C2 is 82, and a 2-cell [u, p, v] (where u, vEF and p = Itl 1~2 ... I!: _ 
(Oi = ±1, liEe+, i = 1, .. . ,m) is a path in p) is mapped to 

m 

LOiU.li.V E C1 . 

i=1 

We define 83 as follows. If I Ee+ and a is any 2-cell with 

n 

82a = I)iei (Ci = ±1, eiEe+, i = 1, ... , n) 
i=1 
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then 
n 

83[J,0"] = (tf -71).0"+ :ECi[J, ei] (3.1) 
i=l 

and 
n 

83 [0", f] = O".(tf -71) - ~:::)i[ei' fl· (3.2) 
i=l 

Again these chain groups are (free) (ZF, ZF)-bimodules, where the F-action is 

inherited from the two-sided action of F on VP, and the boundary maps are (ZF, ZF)

bimodule homomorphisms. For future reference we note in particular that Cf is free 

with basis 

p = {p = [1,p, 1] : pEp}. (3.3) 

We now examine the second homology group 

H (Vp) = Z2(vP) 
2 B2(VP) 

where Z2(VP) = Ker82 and B2(VP) = Im8a. Again H2(VP) is a (ZF, ZF)-bimodule, 

the F -action induced by the two-sided action of F on the bases of the chain groups. 

Recall that J denotes the kernel of the ring homomorphism ZF ---+ZS. 

Lemma 3.2.1 J.H2(VP) = 0 and H2(VP).J = O. 

Proof: We will only show that J.H2(VP) = 0; the other equality is obtained similarly. 

Suppose that e is a 2-cycle, say 

n 

e = :ECiO"i E Z2(VP) 
i=l 

where for i = 1, ... , n 

ki 

820"i = L 8ij eij 

j=l 

(Ci = ±1 and O"i a 2-cell, i = 1, ... , n), 
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Figure 3.4: Homologous 2-chains 

Then 

n ki 

o = a2~ = ~~)·i~.::)ijeii' (3.4) 
i=1 j=1 

By (3.1), if JEe+ then (tJ - T J)Ui is homologous to the 2-chain 

ki 

-L8ij [J,eiJ 
j=1 

(see Figure 3.4). and it follows that 

n ki 

(tJ - TJ).~ + B2(VP) = -'2:ci'2:8ij[J, eij] + B2(VP). 
i=1 j=1 

But by comparison with (3.4), 

n ki 

LCiL8ij[J, eij] = 0, 
i=1 j=1 

and so (tJ - T J).~ is null-homologous. By Lemma 1.1.6, J is generated as an abelian 

group by elements of the form tJ - TJ (JEe+), and it follows immediately that 

J.H2 (VP) = o. .J 

It follows that there is an induced (ZS, ZS)-bimodule structure on the second 

homology with the action 



We denote this bimodule by IT2 = IT2(P, p). 

Clearly B1(V)<;B1(VP)<;Zl(V) = Zl(VP), Note that the quotient 

A(Vp) = Bl (vP) 
Bl(V) 
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has a (ZF, ZF)-bimodule structure, and in fact as a submodule of HI (V) we can 

deduce from (1.4) that 

J.A(VP) = A(Vp).J = 0, 

so that A(Vp) also has an induced (ZS, ZS)-bimodule structure. This module is 

generated by the elements 

and so we have an epimorphism 

v: ZS.p.ZS-+A(Vp) 

Clearly A(Vp) = IT if and only if HI (Vp) = 0, that is, if and only if p is a homology 

tri vializer . 

3.3 The basic short exact sequence 

Theorem 3.3.1 If the homology classes of the paths in p give rise to a set of bimodule 

generators of IT then there is a short exact sequence 

(3.5) 

of (ZS, ZS)-bimodules. 

The proof we give here was inspired by the methods used by Kobayashi and Otto [40] 

to give the exact sequence (1) in the introduction. 
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Let ZS.p.ZS be the free (ZS, ZS)-bimodule with basis p, which we can consider 

as a (ZF, ZF)-bimodule via the homomorphism of F onto S. Then since O~ is the 

free (ZF, ZF)-bimodule with basis the set p of 2-cells attached along paths in p (3.3), 

we can define a (ZF, ZF)-homomorphism 

(3.6) 

which maps O2 to 0 and a 2-cell u.p.v = [u,p, v] (u, vEF and pEp) is mapped to u.p.v. 

Let KP denote the (ZF, ZF)-bimodule Ker¥? 

Lemma 3.3.2 We can write KP = O2 + J.p.ZF + ZF.p.J. 

Proof: This follows immediately from Lemma 1.2.4. ...J 

It is clear from the definition of the boundary map 83 that B2 (VP) ~ KP (see (3.1) 

and (3.2)). Also, the restriction of ~ to KP sends KP onto B 1(V) (if we apply ~ to 

(3.1) where ()" = [l,p,w] (WEF, pEp) the left-hand-side is mapped to 0, giving 

n 

("f -7 f).EhP.W = -Eh ~:::)i[f, ei] E B1(V) 
i=l 

so that 82 (J.p.ZF) ~ Bl(V)j similarly, 82 (ZF.p.J) ~ Bl(V) ) and, moreover, since 

8283 = 0, B2 (VP) is in the kernel of this homomorphism. Therefore we have a 

complex 

(3.7) 

We shall show that if p is a homology trivializer then B2 (VP) is precisely the 

kernel of the epimorphism ~ : KP~Bl(V), so that (3.7) is a short exact sequence. 

We first prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.3.3 Let q be another homology trivializer of V. If the sequence 

o -B2(Vq) ~Kq ~Bl(V)-O 

is exact, then so is (3.7). 
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Proof: Let ~ be a 2-cycle in KP. By Lemma 3.3.2 we can write ~ as a sum 

m m+n 

~ = (+ ~:::)i(tei-rei).[l'Pi,wi]+ L ci[wi,Pi,l].(tei- rei) 
i=l i=m+l 

where~' is a 2-chain in C2 (V) and, for i = 1, ... , m+n, Ci = ±1, WiEF, ei is a positive 

edge in V and PiEp. 

Suppose that, for some iE{l, ... ,m+n}, 8Pi = ff1 ... f;\ where for j = 1, ... ,k 

OJ = ±1 and h is a positive edge in V. Ifi~m then because of the 3-cell [ei' [l,Pi,wi]] 

we have 

k 

(tei-rei).[l,Pi, Wi] = - LOj[ei, h]·wi 
j=l 

and if m < i then because of the 3-cell [[Wi,Pi, 1], ei] we have 

k 

[Wi, Pi, l].(tei-rei) = LOjwdh, ei] 
j=l 

Thus ~ is homologous to some 2-cycle (, say, in C2 (V), and since C2 (V)C;Kq by 

hypothesis we can write ( as the boundary of some 3-chain w in C3(vq). 

But because p is also a homology trivializer, for each qEq we can choose a 2-chain 

(ai = ±1 and (i a 2-cell, for i = 1, ... , t) 

in C2 (VP) with boundary the I-cycle arising from the closed path q, and if in the 

3-chain w we replace each 3-cell of the form [J, [u,q,v]] or [[u,q,v],f] (U,VEF, f a 

positive edge) with the 3-chain 

t t 

2:ai[J, [u, (i, v]] or 2:ai[[U, (i, v], f] 
i=l i=l 

respectively, then we obtain a 3-chain in C3(VP) with the same boundary (. Therefore 

~EB2(VP), and the sequence (3.7) is exact. ...J 



[[Wj (e, J)], g] 

e.£g/ ~w.g 
/ f.£g~ ~ 

\.),~ 
. " ) 
~. 

or 

[g, [Wj (e, J)]] 

£g.e/~.w 
/ £g.f~ ~ 

\"""""",j~ 
\./""" ) 
~. 

Figure 3.5: Typical 3-cells in '[)P 
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Proposition 3.3.4 1/ p is a homology trivializer, then the sequence (3.7) is exact. 

Special case: We assume that P = [Xj r] is a complete rewriting system such that r is 

compatible with some length-lexicographical ordering <llex of F, and p is a trivializer 

obtained by choosing resolutions 0/ the critical pairs 0/ r (see Remark 1.4.14). 

Suppose e is a 2-cycle in KP. We will show that e is null-homologous by an 

inductive argument, for which we first need to order the 2-cells in ,[)p. In what 

follows we shall use the notation for 2-cells introduced in Remark 1.4.14. We give the 

2-cells of '[)P the noetherian total order described by writing [Wj (e, I)] <.[W/j (e' , I')] 

if: 

(i) W <llex Wi j or 

(ii) W = Wi and / <w /' j or 

(iii) W = Wi, I = I' and e <wei. 

Remark 3.3.5 Note that each 3-cell in '[)p is of one of the two types shown in Fig

ure 3.5, where wEF and e, /, gEe+ with e, /Estar+(w). The boundary of each 3-cell 
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will therefore consist of three 2-cells with maximal vertex W.Lg or Lg.W respectively, 

together with 2-cells with lesser maximal vertices under the length-lexicographic or

dering of F. 

We can express ~ uniquely as a sum 

m 

~ = LniO"i 
i=l 

where m'2::0, O"b ... , O"m are distinct 2-cells, and nb ... , nm are non-zero integers. 

Suppose that ~ is non-zero, that is m > 0, and that the 2-cell 0"1 is maximal, so 

that O"i < 0"1 for i = 2, ... , m. Then according to the following procedure we can 

always replace n10"1 with a 2-chain composed of lesser 2-cells to obtain a homologous 

2-cycle ~', say. Because ~ - eEB2 (VP)C;KP, we have ~' = ~ - (~ - e)EKP also. 

If we inductively assume that any such 2-cycle (whose maximal 2-cell with non-zero 

coefficient is beneath 0"1 in our ordering) is null-homologous, then we immediately 

deduce that ~ itself is null-homologous. The special case of the proposition follows 

by noetherian induction (Lemma 1.4.2) on the set of all 2-cycles in KP, ordered by 

their maximal 2-cell with non-zero coefficient. 

(I) Suppose first that we can write 0"1 = Le.O"~ where eEe+ and O"~ = [Wj (j, g)] for 

some wEF and f,gEstar+(w). Then 

03[e, O"~] = 0"1 +[W.Wj (e.w, te.f)]-[te.Wj (e.w, te.g)]+( 

where (is a 2-chain composed of2-cells with maximal vertices which are beneath 

Le.w in the length-lexicographical order on F, and so 0"1 is homologous to the 

2-chain 

-[W.Wj (e.w, te.f)] + [Le.Wj (e.w, te.g)]-( 

composed of lesser 2-cells under the ordering described above. Therefore up 

to homology we can remove n10"1 from ~, replacing it with a 2-chain ~', say, 

composed of lesser 2-cells. 
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(II) If we cannot write 0"1 as in (I), and if 0"1 = [Wi (e, /)] for some wEF, then 

there is no gEstar+ (w) satisfying 9 <w e and such that 9 is disjoint from e. 

Suppose instead that there is an edge gEstar+ ( w) satisfying I <w 9 with I and 

9 disjoint. In this case 0"1 is homologous to the 2-chain 

[Wi (e,g)] - [Wi (f,g)] +( 

where ( is a 2-chain composed of 2-cells with lesser maximal vertices. Since 

we now have [Wi (e, g)], [Wi (/, g)] > 0"1 we do not want to simply replace n10"1 

as in (I). However, we know that 82f. = 0, and since 0"1 is maximal it follows 

that the elementary l-chains e and -I arising from 0"1 must be cancelled in the 

boundary map by edges from 2-cells with the same maximal vertex. In fact, 

part of f. must consist of a 2-chain 

k 

f.' = n1 0"1 + :L)dw; (ei' Ii)] 
i=1 

of 2-cells with maximal vertex w, with 

k 

n1(e- /)+ LCi(ei - Ii) = O. (3.8) 
i=1 

Again since 0"1 is maximal, we cannot have I <w Ii for any iE{l, ... , k}, and so 

f.' is homologous to a 2-chain 

k 

nl([w; (e,g)]-[w; (f,g)])+ LCi([W; (ei,g)]-[w; (fi,g)])+(' 
i=l 

where (' is a 2-chain consisting of 2-cells whose maximal vertices are beneath 

w in the length-lexicographic order. But because of (3.8), we can cancel the 

terms in the first part of this 2-chain to be left with (', and thus we may again 

(up to homology) replace part of f. including nlO"l with a 2-chain composed of 

lesser 2-cells. 
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(III) Next, suppose al = [Wj (e,g)] and there is an edge fEstar+(w) disjoint from 

both e and 9 and satisfying e <w f <w 9 (so e and 9 must themselves be 

disjoint, and al is a 2-cell from 1)), but that there is no such edge satisfying 

f <w e or 9 <w f. In this case we have 

[Wi (e, 1)] < at < [Wi (j, g)]. 

As in part (II), because all the edges in star+ ( w) have to cancel under the 

boundary map, part of f, is a 2-chain 

k 

f,' = nlal + ~~:>i[W; (ei' g)] (Ci = ±1, and eiEstar+(w), i = 1, ... , k) 
i=t 

consisting of a1l2-cells with maximal vertex wand with their boundary including 

g, and where ei <w e for all i = 1, ... , k since al is maximal. We then have 

k 

nl + LCi = 0, 
i=l 

as this sum expresses the coefficient of the edge 9 in 82f, (more precisely, in 

82 ( -f,)). Then f,' is homologous to the 2-chain 

k 

nl([Wj (e, J)]+[Wj (J, g)])+ LCi([Wj (ei' J)]+[Wj (J, g)])+( 
i=l 

k k 

= (nl + 2:Ci)[W; (I, g)]+nl[Wj (e, J)]+ 2:Ci[W; (ei' J)]+( 
i=l i=l 

k 

= nl[Wj (e, J)] + 2:c i[Wj (ei' J)] +(, 
i=l 

where ( is a 2-chain consisting of 2-cells with maximal vertices beneath W in the 

length-lexicographical order. Therefore we can again (up to homology) replace 

a part of f, including nlal with a 2-chain composed of lesser 2-cells only. 
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(IV) Next suppose that 0"1 = [Wi (f,g)] where j,gEstar+(w) are again disjoint, but 

that now there are no other edges in star+ ( w) which are disjoint from both j 

and g. The coefficient of 9 in [h~ must be 0, and therefore 2-cells of the form 

[Wi (e, g)] must also be represented in ~, where e <w j and e and j arise from 

some critical pair. Then 0"1 is homologous to a 2-chain 

[wi (e,g)] - [Wi (e, 1)] +( 

where ( is a 2-chain consisting of 2-cells with maximal vertices beneath w in the 

length-lexicographical order. Therefore we can again (up to homology) replace 

nlO"I in ~ with a 2-chain composed of lesser 2-cells only. 

(V) The remaining possibility is that the maximal 2-cell 0"1 can be written in the 

form u.[w; (e, 1)].v where w, u, vEF with U and v irreducible, and (e,1) is a 

critical pair. Since I.{J~ = 0 it follows that ~ - nlO"I must include a 2-chain of the 

form 

k 

I:CjUj.[w; (e, 1)].Vj (Cj = ±1 and Uj, VjEF for j = 1, ... , k) 
j=1 

where Uj = U and Vj = v for all j= 1, ... , k, and such that 

k 

I:CjUj.[w; (e, 1)].Vj = -nlu.[w; (e, 1)].v 
j=1 

But for each j = 1, ... , k we must have either UFf=U or vr=l=v, and because P is 

complete either U </lex Uj and V~/lexVj, or U~llexUj and v <llex Vj, from which 

it follows that 0"1 < Uj.[w; (e, 1)],Vj, a contradiction. ...J 
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Remark 3.3.6 The above proof does not require the set r to be finite, since we may 

in any case assume that the set star+ (w) of any wEF is well-ordered. This is because 

w has at most a finite number of subwords, and if there is a pair of positive edges 

(u, r, +1, v), (u, r', +1, v) (where u, vEF and r, r'Er) in star+(w) which rewrite the 

same subword then 

(u, r, +1, v) <w (u, r', +1, v) if 
, 

r -1 <Uex r -1' 

so that the ordering of such edges in star+ (w) is well-founded. It follows that the 

2-cells of VP are well-ordered even if the set of rules r and the homology trivializer p 

are both infinite. 

General case: Let P = [x; r] be a finite rewriting system, with homology trivializer 

p. We can assume that r is compatible with some length-lexicographical order on 

F and we can complete r using the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure (§1.4.1), 

obtaining a complete (but possibly infinite) rewriting system poo = [Xi rOO] with 

r~roo and where rOO is also compatible with the order on F. Then the 2-complex 

V(POO) has trivializer poo obtained by choosing resolutions of all the critical pairs of 

roo, and by the Special Case and Remark 3.3.6 the sequence 

(3.9) 

is exact, where Koo = C2(V (POO) ) + J.poo .ZF + ZF.poo .J. We will deduce from this 

and Lemma 3.3.3 that the corresponding sequence for V(P)p is also exact. 

There is a natural inclusion of V(P) into V(POO), with a retraction p of V(POO) 

onto V(P) given by some choice of a path in V(P) from r +1 to r -1 for each rule 

rE(rOO - r): 

ifp(u,r,+1,v) = e~l ... e~ andp(u',r',+1,v') = ftl ... f~n foru, v,u', v'EF 

and r, r'Eroo (ei'!; positive edges in V and Ci, OJ = ±1 for i = 1, ... , m 

and j = 1, ... , n) then the 2-cell [(u, r, +1, v), (u', r', +1, v')] is mapped by 

p to the subcomplex composed of the 2-cells 

{[ei' f;] : 1~i~m, 1~j~n}. 
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Figure 3.6: The sub complex in Example 3.3.7 

Example 3.3.7 As as illustration, if say m = 3 and n = 2, with C1 = C3 = 0'1 = 1 

and C2 = 62 = -1, then the subcomplex will be as shown in Figure 3.6, where as in 

§3.1 the sign indicates the orientation of the 2-ce11. ...J 

Let q denote the set of closed paths {p(p) : pEpOO}. The retraction p can be 

extended to a map of V(poo)pOO onto V(P)q. A 2-cell [u,p,v] (U,vEF,pEp) will 

be mapped to the 2-cell [u, p(p) , v], and for a positive edge f in V(POO) mapped to 

pf = e~l .. . e;;: (ci = ±1 and ei a positive edge in V(P) for i = 1, ... , m) the 3-

cells [j, [u,p, v]] and [[u,p,v]'f] will be mapped to the sub complexes composed of the 

3-cells 

{[ei,[u,p(p),V]]: 1:Si:Sm} and {[[u, p(p),v], ei] : l:Si:Sm} 

respectively. Similarly, those 3-cells whose boundaries consist only of 2-cells in V(POO) 

are mapped to subcomplexes composed of 3-cells whose boundaries consist only of 

2-cells in V(P). We do not need to describe the map p completely as we are mainly 

concerned with the induced chain map 

which is as follows (where for brevity the chain groups and boundary maps of 
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C(V(poo)pOO) are distinguished by the superscript _(0): 

For a positive edge e in V(POO) with pe = e~l .. . e;; (ci = ±1 and ei a positive 

edge in V(P) for i = 1, ... , m) 

m 

{he = LCiei, 
i=l 

and if I is another positive edge in V(POO) with pI = It1 
• • • I!m ( bj = ±1 and h a 

positive edge in V(P) for j = 1, .. . n) then 

m n 

p2[e, I] = LLCibj[ei, h]· 
i=l j=l 

To complete the description of P2, a free abelian group generator [u,p, v] of (Cr)pOO 

(u,VEF, pEpoo) is mapped to [u,p(p), v]. Next, in V(poo)pOO let e be a positive edge 

and a a 2-cell with 
m 

,ole = LCiei 
i=l 

and 
n 

P2a = Lbjaj 
j=l 

where (for i = 1, ... , m and j = 1, ... , n) ci, bj = ±1, and ei is a positive edge and aj 

a 2-cell in V(P)q. Then P3 is defined by putting 

m n m n 

P3[e, a] = LLCibj[ei, aj] and P3[a, e] = LL)ibj[aj, ei]. 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 

Since the retraction p respects the two-sided action of F on the chain groups, there 

is an induced (ZS, ZS)-bimodule epimorphism II(POO)--tII(P). Therefore q is a 

homology trivializer of V(P), and we will use the exactness of (3.9) to show that 

(3.10) 
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is also exact. 

Suppose that e is a 2-cycle in Kq, written as 

m m+n 

e = e + I)i(wi-Tei).[I, qi, Wi]+ L ci[Wi, qi, 1].(tei-Tei) 
i=l i=m+I 

where e'EC2(V(P)) and (for i = 1, ... , m + n) Ci = ±1, ei is a positive edge in V(P), 

wiEF and qiEq. 

Now for each qEq choose some qEpOO such that pq = q. For each edge f of q, 
p(f)f- I is a closed path in V(POO) and so gives rise to the I-cycle PI (f) - f. Hence, 

since poo is a homology trivializer, there is a 2-chain C2(q) in C2(V(poo)pOO) with 

boundary 

8~C2(q) = L(pd - I). 
/Eij 

Note that P2C2(q) is a 2-cycle, because 

82P2C2(q) = P18~C2(q) = L(pd - pd) = O. 
/Eij 

Consider the 2-chain 

m 

(= e + L Ci(wi- Tei).([I, qi, 1]+c2(qi)).wi 
i=l 

m+n 

+ 2: ciwi.([I, qi, 1] +C2(qi)).(tei -Tei) 
i=m+l 

in Koo. Since for any qEq 

8~([I,q, 1]+c2(q)) = Lf+ L(pd-I) = L(pd) = 82[I,q, 1] 
/Eij /Eij /Eij 

we have 
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so that (EKOO is a 2-cycle. 

Moreover, 
m m+n 

P2( = e + LCi(t,ei - Tei)·P2c2(qi).Wi + L ciW i,P2C2(qi).(Wi - Tei) 
i=l i=m+l 

because, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, if z is any 2-cycle and e a positive edge, then 

both (t,e - Te).z and z.(t,e - Te) are null-homologous. 

As the sequence (3.9) is exact we know that ( is the boundary of some 3-chain w, 

say, in G3 = G3 (V(poo)pOO). But then the 3-chain P3W in G3 = G3(vq) has boundary 

8 A 
A 800 Ar 

3P3W = P2 3 W = P2.., 

which is homologous to e, and therefore e is a 2-boundary and the sequence (3.10) is 

exact also. The proposition now follows because of Lemma 3.3.3. .J 

Proof of Theorem 3.3.1: If HI (VP) = 0 then we have the following commutative 

diagram: 

0-B2(VP) incl; KP ~ ~ Bl(V)-O 

! ! - t 
0-Z2(VP) ~G2EBGf ~Zl(V)-O 

where all vertical maps are inclusions and both rows are exact. From the Snake 

Lemma (Lemma 1.3.2) we immediately have the short exact sequence (3.5), with 

<.L>: II2 = coker(B2-tZ2) ---+ coker(KP-tG2EBGf) = ZS.p.ZS 

where cp is the homomorphism (3.6), and 

v: ZS.p.ZS = coker(KP-tG2EBGf)---+coker(B1-tZd = II 

is the natural homomorphism taking each pEp to the homology class of the corre-

sponding I-cycle. .J 
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3.4 Killing the left or right action 

Let IT~ (respectively IT2) denote the left ZS-module IT2®ZSZ (respectively, the right 

ZS-module Z0zsII2)' 

Theorem 3.4.1 If the homology classes of the paths in p give rise to a set of bimodule 

generators of II then there is a short exact sequence 

(3.11) 

of left ZS -modules. 

Remark 3.4.2 A similar sequence of right ZS -modules involving II2 can also be ob

tained. 

We first prove several lemmas, and we need the following definition. 

Definition 3.4.3 (Kobayashi and Otto [40]) The leftmost path PI(W) from W to 

the minimal element w in the congruence class of W with respect to some chosen 

length-lexicographical ordering of F is defined as follows. First for each pair (w, x) 

(WEF, XEx) we choose an arbitrary path PI (wx) from WX to Wx. The leftmost paths 

are then defined recursively as follows: 

(i) if W = w then Pl(W) is the empty path at Wi or 

(ii) if w=/=w and w = ux for some UEF and xEx then Pl(W) is defined 

to be (Pl{U).X)Pl{UX), 

Lemma 3.4.4 (Kobayashi and Otto [40]) The leftmost paths have the property 

that for all WI, w2EF, 

(3.12) 
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Proof: This identity is proved using induction on the length n of W2. Firstly, if n = 0 

then (3.12) reduces to Pl(wd = PI(WI). Suppose on the other hand that n~1 and 

that by inductive hypothesis (3.12) holds whenever the length of the second word is 

less than n. We can write W2 = w~x where xEx and W~EF. Then 

--PI(WIW2) (PI(WIW~).X)pl(WIW~X) --((PI (WI). W~) (PI (WI w~)).X )Pl (WI w~x) 

- (PI(wd·W2)PI(WIW2). 

The lemma follows by induction. ...J 

Example 3.4.5 Consider the following complete rewriting system for the free abelian 

group of rank 2. 

alphabet: a, a-I, b, b-I 

rules: aa- I = 1, b-Ib = 1, ba-I = a-Ib, 
a-Ia = 1, ba = ab, b-Ia = ab-I, 
bb- I = 1, b2a2 = a2b2, b-Ia-I = a-Ib- I . 

This rewriting system is compatible with the length-lexicographic ordering induced 

by the order b-Il> b I> a-II> a, and the normal forms consist of all words of the form 

w = ambn where m and n are integers. For each such word there are unique paths 

PI(waE
) and PI (wbE

) (6" = ±1) to the corresponding normal form - these paths do not 

use the rule b2a2 = a2b2. 

The leftmost path PI (b2a2) from the vertex b2a2 to the normal form a2b2 is the path 

bbaa -+ baba -+ abba -+ abab -+ a2 b2 

(Since PI (b2a) is the path 

bba -+ bab -+ ab2 ). 

This example shows that the leftmost path is not generally the same as the path 

composed of left principal edges (see § 1.2.1), which in this case is the single edge 

b2a
2 -+ a2b2. 

...J 
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Lemma 3.4.6 The left ZF -homomorphism 

is injective, where p is a homology trivializer of V and Y denotes the inclusion 

Proof: For each edge e there is a I-cycle Zl (e) corresponding to the closed path 

Pl(w)-lepl(re), and for any wEF we have 

(By Lemma 3.4.4, PI(W.W) = (PI(te).w)PI(iew) and Pl(re.w) = (PI(re).w)PI(f'eW), so 

that in writing down the I-cycle zl(e.w) we can cancel the edges corresponding to 

the paths PI (£ew) = PI (f'ew).) 

Next, since p is a homology trivializer, for each right-reduced positive edge f -
(u, r, +1, 1) (uEF, rEr) we can choose a 2-chain C2(f) with boundary 82C2(f) = Zl(f), 

and, for c = ±1, VEF, we define C2(r.V) to be cC2(f).V. Then to each 2-cell 0" of VP 

with boundary 

n 

820" = Lb"iei (eiEe+ and b"i = ±1 for i = 1, ... , n) 
i=l 

we can associate a 2-cycle 

n 

Z2(0") = 0" - I)ic2(ei) 
i=l 

with the property that Z2(0".W) = Z2(0").W for all wEF. The homomorphism of abelian 

groups K,: C2EBCf-+Z2(VP) defined by mapping 0" to Z2(0") is therefore a homomor

phism of right ZF-modules. 

Suppose that 

n 

e = LCiO"i E Z2(VP) 
i=l 



where (for i = 1, ... , n) Ci = ±1 and (Ji is a 2-cell with 

ki 

82(Ji = L:8ij eij 
j=1 

Then since 

n ki 

2::2::ci8ijeij = 82~ = 0 
i=1 j=1 

we have 

n n ki n 

(~)(Y)~ = L:Ci(Ji - L:L:ci8ij C2(eij) = L:Ci(Ji = ~ 
i=1 i=1 j=1 i=1 
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and so ~ is a retraction, with ~Y the identity map of Z2(1JP). Because ~ is a right 

ZF-homomorphism, we have a group homomorphism 

But then (~01)((Y )01) = (~(Y )01) is the identity map of Z2(1JP)0zFZ and there-

fore (Y)01 is injective. 

Therefore, we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 

Let L denote the kernel of the left ZF-homomorphism 

where Y denotes the inclusion Bl(1J)---+Z1(1J). By the Snake Lemma there is a 

homomorphism 
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where Z2EZ2(VP) is such that z2®1 has the same image in (C2EBCf)®ZFZ as some 

lift of b1®1 in KP®ZFZ, and there is an exact sequence 

Lemma 3.4.7 L is generated as a left ZF -module by elements of the form 

~.(IJ - r f)®1 

where ~ is a i-cycle and f is a positive edge. 

Proof: First note that ~.(IJ - rf) is a I-boundary, for if 

then 

n 

~ = LCiei 

i=l 

(eiEe+ and Ci = ±1 for i = 1, .. . n) 

n n 

82 L:::Ci[ei, f] - I)i(edl,f - r f) - (Wi - rei).f) 
i=l i=l 

- ~·(l,f - rf) - 81~·f 

~·(l,f - rf). 

Also ~.(l,f - rf)®lEL, since in Zl(V)®ZFZ we can write 

~.(l,f - r f)®1 ~·l,f®1 - ~.r f®1 

~®1- ~®1 

o. 

Now suppose that some I-boundary 

n 

(= 82Lci[ei, /i]EB1(V) (ei' /iEe+ and Ci = ±1 for i = 1, ... , n) 
i=l 

(3.13) 
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is such that 0 = (01 holds in Z1 (V)0ZFZ. In 0 1 (V)0ZFZ we may write 

o (01 
n 

- I)i(edt,/i - 7/i) - (t,ei - 7ei)./i)01 
i=1 

n 

LCi(Wi - 7ei).iI01 
i=1 

where if (for i = 1, ... ,n) ii is the edge (Ui,Ti,+1,Vi) (Ui, ViEF, TiEr) then we use iI 

to denote the right-reduced edge (Ui, Ti, + 1,1). Now as a (ZF, ZF)-himodule, C1 (V) 

is freely generated by edges of the form (1,T,+1,1) (TEr), and so 01(V)0zFZ is 

naturally isomorphic to the free left ZF-module ZF.r, the isomorphism mapping (01 

to 
n 

LCi(t,ei - 7ei)Ui.Ti = o. 
i=1 

It follows that we can partition the indexing set {I, ... , n} as a disjoint union 

where i, jEh (k E {I, ... , m}) if and only if Ti = Tj, so that for each k we must have 

and 

I:>'i(tei -Tei)Ui = 0 
iEh 

o - {ha2 L ci[ei, i:1 
(iE1k) 

- 81 L ci(ei.ui((Ti)+1 - (Ti)-I) - (Wi - Tei).fD 
(iEh) 

- 81 L Ciei.U i((Ti)+1 - (Ti)-I) (by (3.14)) 
(iElk) 

(a1 L ciei.ui).((Sk)+1 - (sk)-d 
(iE1k) 

(3.14) 

where Sk = ((Sk)+b (Sk)-l) = Ti for all iEh. Since ZF has no zero-divisors it follows 

that Ehciei.ui is a 1-cycle, which we denote by f.k. 
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But consider the 1-boundary 

n 

(= 82I:ci[ei, /f]. 
i=l 

n n 

(01 = I:82ci[ei, /f]01 = I:82ci[ei, /f].vi01 = (01 
i=l i=l 

and since 
m 

( = I:ek.((Sk)+1 - (Sk)-l) 
k=l 

we can write 
m 

(01 = (01 = I:ek.((Sk)+1-(Sk)-1)01. 
k=l 

Proof of Theorem 3.4.1: It suffices to show that the map d in the exact sequence 

(3.13) applied to a generator e(l,/ - 71)01 (e a 1-cycle and /Ee+) of L is zero. Since 

p is a homology trivializer of 'D there is some 2-chain (E C2EBCf such that 82( = e . 
. Then (.(I,/ - 71) EKP is such that (.(I,/ - 71)01 satisfies 

(.(I,/ - 71)01 (.£/01- (.7/01 

(01- (01 

O. 

It follows easily from the definition of d that d(e.(I,/ - 71)01) = 0 ...J 



Chapter 4 

Some new finiteness conditions 

Abstract 

In this chapter we introduce new finiteness conditions F DT2 and F HT2, and prove 

that they are invariants of finite presentations, finite trivializers and of retractions. 

In §4.4 we show that monoids with finite complete rewriting systems are F DT2 and 

FHT2 • 

4.1 The properties F DT2 and F HT2 

Definition 4.1.1 We shall say that the finite rewriting system P is of second order 

finite derivation type (F DT2 ) if: 

1. it is of type F DT; 

2. for some finite homotopy trivializer p of V the 3-complex Vp has a finite set X 

of spherical sub complexes such that attaching 3-cells to the set F.X.F gives a 

3-complex with trivial second homotopy groups. 

Definition 4.1.2 We shall say that the finite rewriting system P is of second order 

finite homological type (F HT2 ) if: 

1. it is of type F HT; 

81 
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2. for some finite homology trivializer p of 1) there is a finite set Y of 2-cycles 

whose homology classes generate the (Z8, Z8)-bimodule II2 = H 2 (1)p). 

It is immediate from the definitions that if a finite rewriting system has the property 

F DT2 then it has the property F HT2 also. 

Remark 4.1.3 Suppose that for some rewriting system 'P we choose a subset T of 

F containing a unique representative of each congruence class. If p is some set of 

closed paths in 1) then there is the Hurewicz homomorphism [48] 

EB7r2(VP, W)-+H2(VP) (4.1) 
wET 

which maps the homotopy class of a continuous map of 8 2 into 1)p based at wET 

to the homology class of the corresponding 2-cycle. Furthermore if p is a homo

topy trivializer, so that 1)p is simply-connected, then by the Hurewicz Isomorphism 

Theorem [48] the above homomorphism is in fact an isomorphism. 

Thus if p is a homotopy trivializer of V and if X is a set of spherical sub complexes 

of 1)P, then the 3-complex obtained by attaching 3-cells according to the set F.X.F 

has trivial second homotopy groups if and only if the homology classes of the 2-cycles 

arising from the set X generate the bimodule II2 = H 2 (1)p). In particular, we deduce 

that 

for rewriting systems which are of type FDT, the properties FDn and 

F HT2 are equivalent. 

Consequently, 

if the properties F DT and F HT turn out to be equivalent!, then the 

properties F DT2 and F HT2 are also equivalent. 

1 A recent example of Pride and Otto shows that this is not the case. 
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4.2 Invariance properties 

4.2.1 Invariance of finite presentation and trivializer 

We shall say that a finitely presented monoid S has the property F DT2 (respectively, 

F HT2) if some finite rewriting system P = [Xi r] of S is of type F DT2 (respectively, 

F HT2)' Taking account of Remark 4.1.3, this amounts to saying that for some finite 

homotopy (respectively, homology) trivializer p of'D, the (ZS, ZS)-bimodule TI2 ('D, p) 

is finitely generated. 

Theorem 4.2.1 The properties F DT2 and F HT2 are monoid invariants, that is, 

they are independent of the choice of finite rewriting system and finite trivializer. 

Proof: Suppose that Q = [Yi s] is another finite rewriting system presenting S, with 

finite homotopy or homology trivializer q. By a result ofIvanov [32, Proposition 1.7] 

the (ZS, ZS)-bimodules 

M(P)(f)ZS.y.ZS and M (Q)(f)ZS.x.ZS 

are isomorphic, where M denotes the relation bimodule (see §1.2.2). By adding free 

summands to the sequence (1) for P and then splicing with (4) we obtain an exact 

sequence: 

0-II2(P, p) - ZS.p.ZS -ZS.r.ZS(f)ZS.y.ZS _ ... 

--~, M(P)(f)ZS.y.ZS , 0 

A similar sequence can be constructed for the pair (Q, q). Then applying the gener

alized Schanuel Lemma (Lemma 1.3.1) to these two sequences, we deduce that 

TI2 (P, p) (f) ZS.q.ZS (f) ZS.r.ZS (f) ZS.y.ZS 

and 

TI2( Q, q) (f) ZS.p.ZS (f) ZS.s.ZS (f) ZS.x.ZS 

are isomorphic as (ZS, ZS)-bimodules.Therefore TI2 (P, p) is finitely generated as a 

(ZS, ZS)-bimodule if and only if TI2 (Q, q) is. ...J 
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4.2.2 Invariance under retraction 

Theorem 4.2.2 A retract of an FDT2 (respectively, FHT2) monoid is also of this 

type. 

Proof. Suppose that 7r : S ~ R is a retraction of monoids. If S is finitely presented 

then we can choose finite rewriting systems P = [Xi r] and Po = [Xoi ro] for Sand R re

spectively, and such that xo~x, ro~r and there is a homomorphism p: F(x)~F(xo) 

such that p(x) = x for all xExo and also (p(r +1)' p(r -l))Ero for each rEr (see [66, 

Theorem 3.3]). We can therefore extend p to a retraction 

p : V = V(P) ~ Vo = V(Po) 

of 2-complexes. 

Suppose that P is a (finite) set of closed paths in V, and let Po = p(p). By 

enlarging p if necessary, we can assume that Po~p. By [66, Lemma 3.3], if p is a ho

motopy (respectively, homology) trivializer for V, then Po is a homotopy (respectively, 

homology) trivializer for Vo. 

We can then extend p again to give a retraction 

which induces a chain map from the chain complex ofVP to the chain complex of VKo , 

and then induced homomorphisms on homology. In particular, we have a surjective 

(group) homomorphism 

which respects the himodule structures: for any Sl, S2ES and [~]EI12(P, p) we have 

It follows that the image of a (finite) set of generators of the (ZS, ZS)-himodule 

I12(P,p) will generate 112 (Po , Po) as a (ZR,ZR)-himodule. ...J 
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4.3 The properties F DT2 and F HT2 for groups 

For an F HT monoid S we may splice the exact sequences (5) and (1.8) of left ZS

modules arising from some choice of finite rewriting system and homology trivializer 

to obtain the partial resolution 

o -II~ -ZS.p -ZS.r -ZS.x -ZS -71., -0 (4.2) 

of the trivial left ZS-module z. As in §1.3.2 we can use the generalized Schanuel's 

Lemma (Lemma 1.3.1) to deduce that 

S is of type left F P4 if and only if II~ is finitely generated as a left ZS

module. 

Theorem 4.3.1 For finitely presented groups, the properties FDT2, FHT2 and FP4 

are equivalent. 

Proof: Since for finitely presented groups the properties F DT and F HT are equiv

alent §1.3.2), by Remark 4.1.3 the properties FDT2 and FHT2 are also equivalent. 

We now show the equivalence of F HT2 and F P4 • Let P be a finite rewriting system 

defining a group S, and let 'D have a finite homotopy trivializer p. As remarked 

above, S is F P4 if and only if II~ is finitely generated as a left module. The bimodule 

II2 has a decomposition analogous to (1.5), namely as a direct sum of the second 

homology groups of each connected component of 'DP , so as in §1.3.4, we can apply 

Lemma 1.3.5 to see that II2 is finitely generated as a bimodule (that is, Sis F HT2 ) 

if and only if II~ is finitely generated as a left module, and the result follows. ...J 

4.4 Monoids with finite complete rewriting sys
tems are F DT2 

This section contains two proofs of the following result: 
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Theorem 4.4.1 A monoid with a finite complete rewriting system is of type FDT2• 

The first uses homology, which was seen in Remark 4.1.3 to be an adequate description 

of the second homotopy of 'DP when p is a homotopy trivializer. The second proof 

uses pictures to study the homotopy directly. 

4.4.1 2-cycles at critical triples 

Throughout this section, we assume that P is a finite complete rewriting system, and 

that p is some finite homotopy trivializer arising from a choice of resolution of each 

critical pair. Because of the choice of p, the boundary of each 2-cell in 'DP consists 

of a pair of positive paths with common initial and terminal vertices, and we shall 

again use the notation [Wi (e, I)] for 2-cells, where wEF and e, fEstar+(w), which was 

introduced in Remark 1.4.14. Recall that ~r denotes the reduction ordering induced 

by the rules of P; thus for v, WEF, we write 

if w--t*v r but v=j:.w. 

We shall extend this notation to 2-cells and 2-chains, writing a~ra' for 2-cells a 

and a' if their respective maximal vertices wand v, say, satisfy w~rv, and ~~r( for 

2-chains ~ and ( if for each 2-cell a' represented in ( there is some a represented in 

~ such that a~ra'. 

From the construction of 'DP, for any wEF and triple of edges e,j,g Estar+(w) 

with at least one disjoint from the remaining pair, there is a 3-cell whose boundary 

gives rise to a 2-cycle ~(e,/,g) of the form 

~(e,/,g) = [Wi (e, I)]+[w; (j, g)] -[Wi (e, g)] + (e,/,g) (4.3) 

where (e,/,g) is a 2-chain satisfying f.(e,/,g)~r(e,/,g) (see Remark 3.3.5). Moreover, we 

can suppose that the number of terms in (e,/,g) is not greater than k -1, where k~4 

is the maximal length of the boundary of any 2-cell in 'DP. 

The critical pairs of a rewriting system are described in Definition 1.4.6; similarly, 

we may consider the critical triples: 
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Definition 4.4.2 A triple of positive edges with the same initial vertex form a critical 

triple if either: 

1. One of the triple is both left- and right-reduced; or 

2. One of the triple is left-reduced but not right-reduced, one of the remaining pair 

of edges is right-reduced but not left-reduced, and no single edge is disjoint from 

the other two. 

Example 4.4.3 The rewriting system given in Example 2.1.5 has a single critical 

triple (of type 2): 

cdcaea2 

,/ 
cdcaaa 

-/ 
c?da3 -- cdc aaa , 

cdcaaa 
~ 
cda2 

...J 

We want to show that there is also a 2-cycle with boundary of the form (4.3) for 

each critical triple of edges (Definition 4.4.2), but we first need the following technical 

definition and lemma. 

For any wEF we shall say that P(w) holds if for any pair p = el ... em and 

q = II .. ·fn of positive paths from w to Irr(w) there is a 2-chain whose boundary 

is the l-cycle E:'l ei - E7=1!; arising from the closed path pq-l, and which can be 

written as either 

1. [w; (el,fdJ + ( (if we assume that el <w II), or 

2. ( (ifel=II), 

where (" is a 2-chain which, if non-zero, contains only 2-cells with maximum vertices 

beneath w in the reduction order >-r. 
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Lemma 4.4.4 For all wEF, P( w) holds. 

Proof: The proof is by noetherian induction on F using the reduction order ~r 

induced by the rules r. 

Let WEF, and assume inductively that P(w') holds for each w'EF satisfying w~rw'. 

We want to deduce that Pw holds. 

If w = I rr( w) then P( w) holds since we may just take the trivial 2-chain O. 

So suppose that w#Irr(w), and that p = el .. . em and q = fl" .fn are positive paths 

from w to Irr(w). Thus m, n~I, and so either el = It, in which case by our inductive 

hypothesis there is a suitable 2-chain with boundary corresponding to the closed path 

e2 ... emf;;l .. .fi!, or there is a 2-cell [Wi (el' fd] with boundary elP'(q')-lfl!, say, for 

some positive paths p', q'. If we choose a positive path r from rp' = rq' to I rr( w) then 

by inductive assumption there are 2-chains (el and (It whose boundaries are I-cycles 

arising from the closed paths e2 ... emr-l(p')-l and h ... fnr-l(q')-l respectively, and 

with [Wi (eb 1t)]~r(ell (It· (This construction is described by Figure 1.2.) 

Then [Wi (eb It)] + (el - (It is a suitable 2-chain for this pair of paths, and so P(w) 

holds. The lemma now follows by noetherian induction (Lemma 1.4.2). ...J 

We shall now show that there is also a 2-cycle with boundary of the form (4.3) 

for each critical triple of edges. 

Suppose that (el' e2, e3) is a critical triple of edges at wEF with el <w e2 <w e3-' 

Then for 1~i<j~3 there is a 2-cell [Wi (ei' ej)] with boundary eiPi,jq;:}ejl say, where 

Pi,j and qi,j are positive paths. If for 1~i<j~3 we also choose positive paths ri,j 

from rpi,j to Irr(w), then by Lemma 4.4.4 there exist 2-chains (1, (2 and (3 whose 

boundaries are I-cycles corresponding to the closed paths Pl,3rl.3r~2lp~i, ql,2rl.2r~ip~i 

and q2.3r2.3r~iq~i respectively, from which we can construct the 2-cycle 
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Let X be a set consisting of such a 2-cycle e(e,/,g) for each critical triple (e, j, g) 

of positive edges. For a pair of 2-cycles z, z' we shall write z""xz' if z - z' is in the 

sub-bimodule of the (ZF, ZF)-bimodule Z2(VP) generated by B2(VP) and X. 

Any triple of positive edges at some vertex, where no edge is disjoint from the 

other pair, is a translate of a critical triple by the two-sided F-action. Therefore, by 

our choice of the set X there is now a 2-cycle e(e,/,g) of the form (4.3) for any wEF 

and triple (e,j, g) of positive edges in star+ (w) (wEF) such that 

e(e,/,g) = [Wi (e,J)]+[w; (j,g)]-[w; (e,g)]+((e,/,g) ""X 0, 

where e(e,/,g)>-r((e,/,g). Moreover, there is a constant c (depending on the choice of set 

X and the maximal length of the boundary of any 2-cell in VP) which bounds the 

number of terms in each such 2-cycle. 

4.4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.4.1 

We shall show that the homology classes of the set X generate II2 • 

Let e be a 2-cycle. We can write e as 

m 

e = LniO"i 
i=l 

where m~O, 0"17···, O"m are distinct 2-cells, and n17 ••• , nmEZ - {O}. Each 2-cell can 

be written as O"i = [Wi; (ji' gi)] for i = 1, ... , m, where wiEF and ii, giEstar+(wi). -

Denote by n = n(e) the set of 2-cells of the form [u; (e, J)] where uEF is a 

descendant of one of the vertices WI, ••• , W m , that is 

m 

U E U{VEF: Wi-t*V}, 

i=l 

and e, iEstar+(u). Because r is locally finite, it follows from Lemma 1.2.2 that n is 
finite. We partially order n as follows: For uiEF and positive edges ei, e~Estar+(ui) 

(i = 1,2) we write [UI; (el' eD] < [U2; (e2' e~)] if 
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(00) d '< '. 11 U1 = U2 an e1 Ul e2 , or 

Next, choose some bijection 

'ljJ : n--+{I, 2, ... , Inl} 

which is compatible with this ordering, and define 

m 

w(e) = L C1/!Ui
• 

i=1 

Suppose that ~ is non-zero (that is, m > 0), and assume that 'ljJ(O'd > 'ljJ(O'i) for 

alII < i~m. If the edge it is not the left principal edge e at WI, then we can replace 

n10'1 with a 2-chain 

Otherwise it is left principal, and so because 0'1 is maximal it is the only 2-cell 

represented in e with the edge g1 in its boundary. Since ~ is a 2-cyde it follows that 

n1 = 0, a contradiction. By induction, e""xO. ...J 

4.5 An alternative proof of Theorem 4.4.1 using 
homotopy 

Again let P be a finite complete rewriting system, and p a finite trivializer arising 

from a choice of resolution of each critical pair. To study the second homotopy of 'DP 

we shall use pictures: 
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4.5.1 Pictures 

In this subsection we shall only review the material that we shall need; more details 

and proofs can be found in, for example, [6, 31]. A picture lP over VP consists of the 

following: 

2. Disjoint discs db . .. , dm in the interior of D2. 

3. A finite number of disjoint arcs ab ... , an. Each arc lies in the closure of D2 -

(d1 U d2 u· . ·u dm ) and is either a simple closed curve having trivial intersection 

with the boundaries of the discs D2, d1, ••. , dm , or is a simple non-closed curve 

whose intersection with the boundaries of these discs consists of its endpoints 

only. 

4. Each arc has a normal orientation indicated by a transverse arrow and is labelled 

by a positive edge of VP. 

5. Travelling around the boundary adi of each interior disc di reading the edges 

labelling the arcs with endpoints on the boundary will give the boundary of a 

2-cell in Vp. If we cross an arc labelled by a positive edge e in the direction of 

its normal orientation then we read e; otherwise we read e-1
• 

6. The regions of lP are the connected components of 

n m 

D2_(aD2 U Udi U U aj) 
i=l j=l 

and each region is labelled by an element of F: If we travel across an arc labelled 

by a positive edge e in the direction of its normal orientation then we move from 

a region labelled te to a region labelled Te. 

We define alP to be aD2. By travelling around this boundary we read a closed 

path in the 1-skeleton r of Vp. We say that lP is spherical if this is the empty path, 
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which is to say that no arc meets alP: When a picture is spherical we call the region 

surrounding alP the outer region, and alP is not drawn. The area of lP is the number 

m of interior discs, and the components of lP are the connected components of 

n m 

Udi U Uaj. 
i=1 j=1 

We say that lP is connected if it has at most one component. 

Suppose we embed a circle in lP - Uidi so that it meets the arcs in only finitely 

many transverse intersections. Then the part of lP enclosed by this circle is said to be 

a subpicture of lP. There is a 2-sided action of F on the collection of pictures induced 

by the action of F on the labels of the regions and arcs. 

Each picture describes a continuous map of the disc into the 2-skeleton of 'DP in the 

following way. Each interior disc maps onto the 2-cell whose boundary corresponds 

to the boundary of the disc, each arc maps onto the mid-point of the edge labelling 

it, and each region is mapped in some way to the vertex w labelling it and a subset 

of 

{e,e- 1 : eEstar+(w)}. 

If lP is a spherical picture then we may assume that all of alP is mapped to the vertex 

wEF which labels the outer region, so that lP describes a continuous map of the 

2-sphere 8 2 into 'Dp. The homotopy class of lP is the corresponding element of the 

second homotopy group 1l"2('DP, w), and in fact every element of the second homotopy 

groups of 'DP can be represented in this way by a spherical picture. We shall use ~(lP) 

to denote the 2-chain obtained by reading the labels on each interior disc of a picture 

lP. 

Example 4.5.1 The connected spherical picture in Figure 4.1 describes a map of 8 2 

onto the boundary of the 3-cell [e, [j, f']] (e, f, f'Ee+), and ~(lP) is the 2-cycle 

[e, f]·"1' - 7e·[f, 1'] - [e, "f.f'] + [e, 7 f.l'] - [e, f]·7 I' + "e·[f, 1'] 

("e - 7e).[j, 1'] + [e, 7 f.f'] - [e, "f.f'] + [e, f].("1' - 7 f'), 
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e.tltl' 

Figure 4.1: A spherical picture 

where the coefficient gives the orientation of the 2-ce11. The outer region is labelled 

"e"i ,,/', and the labelling of the unmarked edges and regions follows from the labelling 

of the interior discs. 

Suppose that i is a subset of F containing a unique representative of each con

gruence class. The Hurewicz homomorphism (4.1) maps the homotopy class of a 

spherical picture 1P with outer region labelled by some wEF to the homology class of 

the 2-cycle ~(1P). Since p is a homotopy trivializer then the above homomorphism is 

in fact an isomorphism, as noted in §4.1. 

4.5.2 3-cells at critical triples 

Since a spherical picture over 'DP describes a continuous map of 8 2 into the 2-skeleton 

of the augmented Squier complex, we can describe the attaching map of each 3-cell 

in 'DP in this way. 

From our choice of trivializer p, and by the construction of 'DP , for any wEF and 

triple of edges e, j, gEstar+ (w) with at least one disjoint from the remaining pair 
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w 

Figure 4.2: Spherical picture at triple (eb e2, e3) 

there is a 3-cell whose attaching map can be described by a spherical picture of the 

form shown in Figure 4.2 for some subpicture Q, with the outer region labelled w, 

and all other regions labelled by vertices Vi satisfying {}Vi < {}w, where {} is the height 

function (Definition 1.2.3). Furthermore, we can assume that the area of this picture 

is not greater than k + 2, where k~4 is the maximum length of the boundary of any 

2-ce11. 

We shall now give a set of spherical pictures describing the attaching maps of a 

set of 3-cells at each critical triple (Definition 4.4.2), and which have the same form 

as in Figure 4.2. We need the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.5.2 For any pair of positive paths p = el" .em and q = h ... fn from the 

same initial vertex wEF to Irr(w) there is a picture over '])P with boundary pq-1 

with only one region labelled wand such that any other region is labelled by some 

vEF with {}v < {}w, where {} is the height function. 

Proof: The proof is by noetherian induction on F with the reduction order ~r 

induced by the rules r. 

Let wEF and assume inductively that for any w'EF satisfying w~rw' and pair of 

paths r, s from w' to Irr(w') there is a picture over '])p with boundary rs-1 with only 

one region labelled w' and such that any other region is labelled by some vEF with 

{}v < {}w'. We want to construct a suitable picture for w. 
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Figure 4.3: Construction used in the proof of Lemma 4.5.2 

If w = Irr(w) then P and q are both the empty path at wand we just take the empty 

picture with a single region labelled w. 

So suppose that wi=Irr(w) , and that P = el .. . em and q = ft ... fn are a pair of positive 

paths from w to Irr{w), with m, n2::1. If e1 = II then there is by inductive hypothesis 

a picture P with boundary e2 . . . em f;;l . . . fi 1 where a single region is labelled reb and 

all other regions labelled by some vEF with 'l9v < 'l9rel < 'l9w. A suitable picture 

can be obtained from P by simply adding an arc with label el = II as shown in 

Figure 4.3. 

Otherwise, there is a 2-cell [Wi (e1' fd] with boundary e1P'(q,)-1 f11 for some pair of 

positive paths p' and q'. If we choose a positive path r from rp' = rq' to I rr( w) 

then by our inductive assumption we have pictures lP and Q with boundaries alP = 

e2' . . emr-1(p,)-1 and aQ = q'r f;;l .. .fi1 giving the picture shown in Figure 4.4. 

The lemma follows by noetherian induction (Lemma 1.4.2). ...J 

Proposition 4.5.3 We can construct a spherical picture of the form shown in Figure 

4.2 for each critical triple (eI, e2, e3) of positive edges at wEF. 

Proof. For 1~i < j~3 there is a 2-cell [Wi (ei' ej)] with boundary eiPi,jq:;:]ejl say, 

where Pi,j and qi,j are positive paths. If we also choose positive paths ri,j from rpi,j to 

Irr(w) then by using Lemma 4.5.2 we can construct a spherical picture of the form 

shown in Figure 4.5 from pictures lPI' lP2' lP3 which have boundaries Pl.3rl.3r~ip~;, 
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Figure 4.4: Second construction used in the proof of Lemma 4.5.2 

w 

Figure 4.5: Spherical picture at a critical triple. 
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Figure 4.6: Cancelling pair 

Ql,2 r l,2r ;:iP;'; and Q2,3r2,3r~iQ~i respectively. Then there is only one region labelled w, 

and every other region is labelled by some vEF satisfying '!9v < '!9w. ...J 

We choose such a spherical picture for each critical pair, and we claim that 3-cells 

attached according to this set of pictures together with their translates under the 

2-sided action of F trivialize the second homotopy groups of 'DP , so that S is of type 

F Dn. Note that this choice has given us a set X of spherical pictures of the form 

shown in Figure 4.2 for every triple of positive edges in star+(w) for every wEF. 

4.5.3 Operations on pictures 

Let X be the chosen set of spherical pictures, one for every triple of positive edges in 

star+(w) for some wEF. By an X-picture we will mean either a picture lP from X, 

or -lP, the picture obtained by a planar reflection of lP. 

We allow the following operations on spherical pictures. 

(A) Deletion of a closed arc which encircles no arcs or discs (a floating circle). 

(B) Deletion of a cancelling pair, a subpicture of the form shown in Figure 4.6. 

(C) Bridge move: see Figure 4.7. 

(D) Replace(X), the replacement of an interior disc with label a 2-cell [w; (j, I')] 

where wEF and i, f'Estar+(w) are not left principal edges. If we let e denote 

the left principal edge at w then this operation is carried out as follows. First 
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)( 
Figure 4.7: Bridge move 

w 

Figure 4.8: Insertion of X-picture 

we insert the appropriate X-picture corresponding to the triple (e, I, 1') into 

the original picture as shown in Figure 4.8. Next, a series of bridge moves can 

be applied to obtain the picture shown in Figure 4.9, and we then delete the 

cancelling pair to finish with the picture shown in Figure 4.10. 

Operations (A), (B) and (C) do not change the homotopy class of the picture lP. 

This is also true of operation (D) if there are 3-cells whose attaching maps correspond 

to the X-pictures, for then we are essentially just pushing the image of lP across the 

appropriate 3-cell. 

4.5.4 A 2-dimensional Dehn-type algorithm 

Let lP be a spherical picture over VP whose regions are labelled by a set of vertices 

WI, W2,"" wnEF. Following [6] we shall use a type of "2-dimensional" Dehn algorithm 
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Figure 4.9: Sub picture after performing bridge moves 

Figure 4.10: Result of replace(X) 

to show that IF is X-equivalent to the empty picture. The algorithm consists of a series 

of transformations of the original picture which we now describe. 

Firstly we remove any floating circle in IF. If there is an interior disc with label 

a 2-cell [w; (/, I')] for some wEF and positive edges I, f'Estar+(w) neither of which 

are left principal then we can perform an operation (D) and we are done. 

Otherwise, choose some connected spherical subpicture oflF, and in this subpicture 

choose a region that is labelled by some vertex (WI, say) that is maximal with respect 

to the height function f). If this region is bounded by a pair of discs and arcs of 

the form as in Figure 4.11 where a = [WI; (e, I)] (for edges e,IEstar+(wl) with e 

left principal) has boundary epq-1/- 1 where p, q are positive paths, then by a series 

of bridge moves this subpicture can be transformed to a subpicture containing a 

cancelling pair as shown in Figure 4.12. and we can now remove the cancelling pair, 

at the same time removing the region with label WI. 
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Figure 4.11: Subpicture composed of the discs labelled 0" and -0" 

Figure 4.12: New subpicture containing a cancelling pair 

On the other hand it is possible that the region with label WI is bounded by more 

than 3 interior discs and arcs as shown in Figure 4.13, where the arcs are labelled 

alternately by the left principal edge e at wand by edges f, 1', ... Estar+(wI) - {e}. 

In this case, we can perform a bridge move between two arcs labelled by e to obtain 

a subpicture of the form shown in Figure 4.11, which again leads to the removal of a 

cancelling pair. 

It is also possible that the region labelled by WI is the outer region of the spherical 

subpicture. If this subpicture is of the form shown in Figure 4.14 for some subpicture 

Q, then by applying bridge moves we can obtain the picture shown in Figure 4.15. 

from which we can remove the cancelling pair. If the subpicture is of the form shown 

in Figure 4.16 we can similarly apply bridge moves to isolate a cancelling pair which 

we then remove. 

Lemma 4.5.4 For any spherical picture IP any sequence of transformations will ter

minate in a finite number of steps. 



....... 
, ..... 

............................. 
.. 

Figure 4.13: The maximal region bounded by more than two discs 

Figure 4.14: The maximal region is the outer region 

Figure 4.15: After performing bridge moves on Figure 4.14 
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Figure 4.16: The maximal region is the outer region (case 2) 
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Proof: For any given uEF let ~(u) denote the subgraph of r formed by taking the 

union of all positive paths originating at u. As its vertices ~(u) has the set 

vert(~(u)) = {VEF: u-+;v} 

of descendants of u and the edge set is 

{e,e- 1 : eEstar(v),u-+;v}. 

Because r is locally finite, it follows from Lemma 1.2.2 that ~(u) is finite. We denote 

by n = n(JF) the set of 2-cells of the form [u; (e, I)] with 

n 

uE Uvert(~(wi))C F and e, fEstar+(u) 
i==l 

where WI,.'" WnEF are the labels of the regions of p, Again this set is finite. 

Note that each single transformation of a picture either removes a cancelling pair, or 

uses an X-picture to replace a subpicture with a single disc, with label a 2-cell a-, say, 

with a subpicture containing only discs labelled by 2-cells in n which are beneath a

in the partial ordering introduced in the proof of the special case of Proposition 3,3.4. 

We must show that this process terminates in a finite number of steps. 

First, we choose some bijective function· 

1/J : n-+{l, 2, .. " Inl} 
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requiring only that for 2-cells a, a' En we have 'ljJa < 'ljJa' if a < a'. 

Based on the values assigned by 'ljJ to each 2-cell of n we define another function 

W : Y ---+NU{O} 

by extending to the set of interior discs the function 

where k + 1 is the maximum area of any X-picture. 

To prove the lemma, note that applying a single transformation to any picture Q in 

Y will either reduce the value of w(Q) by 2ki for some l~i~ Inl (if we have removed 

a cancelling pair), or will reduce the value of w(Q) by ki while increasing the value 

by adding less than k(k(i-l)). ...J 



Chapter 5 

Alternative viewpoints 

5.1 Competing finiteness conditions 

5.1.1 An alternative definition of F HT2 

Our definition of F DT2 seems to allow the possibility of further development of these 

ideas, for example we could study the third homotopy groups of a 4-complex obtained 

by attaching 3-cells to the 3-complex VP in order to trivialize the second homotopy 

groups, together with certain "obvious" 4-cells. 

On the other hand, in our definition of F HT2 we only require that for some finite 

homology trivializer p the bimodule Ih(P, p) is finitely generated. In this situation, 

where p may not be a homotopy trivializer, if the Hurewicz homomorphism (4.1) is 

not surjective then it may be that we are not in fact able to kill the second homology 

by attaching 3-cells Vp. 

Without being able to realize this geometrically, it is not clear how we could define 

a property F HTa by studying a 4-complex based on Vp. An alternative definition of 

F HT2 would require that not only the bimodule II2 was finitely generated, but that 

we could attach a finite set of 3-cells to trivialize the second homology. This problem 

does not exist with the definition of the property F HT because any I-cycle arises 

from a (finite) set of closed paths. 
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5.1.2 The property bi-F Pn 

Following Otto and Kobayashi [41], we say that a monoid S is of type bi-F Pn if the 

monoid ring ZS (thought of as a (ZS, ZS)-bimodule by left and right multiplication) 

has a partial resolution of length n by free (ZS, ZS)-bimodules of finite rank. 

Applying the functor -0zsZ to such a resolution will give a partial resolution 

of the trivial left ZS-module Z ('""'ZS0zsZ) by finite rank free left ZS-modules [41]. 

Thus if a monoid is of type bi-F Pn then it is necessarily of type left-F Pn . Similarly, 

applying Z0zs- will show that such a monoid is also of type right-FPn • On the 

other hand, Kobayashi and Otto [42] have given an example of a monoid which is 

both left and right F Poo but is not of type bi-F P3• 

In [41] it is shown that there is a partial resolution of ZS by free (ZS, ZS)

bimodules analogous to (l.8), but constructed using the short exact sequence (3), 

giving the characterization 

F HT monoids are those finitely presented monoids of type bi-F P3. 

By splicing this partial resolution with the short exact sequence (4) arising from some 

choice of finite homology trivializer, we immediately have the analogous characteri

zation 

F HT2 monoids are those finitely presented monoids of type bi-F P4. 

5.1.3 Homological finite derivation type 

Alonso and Hermiller [2] have introduced the alternative finiteness conditions n

dimensional homological finite derivation type (H F DTn) for all n~O, and have shown 

that a monoid S of type left and right F Pn is necessarily of type H F DTn. However, 

the example mentioned above due to Kobayashi and Otto of a monoid which is both 

left and right F P 00 but not of type F HT or F DT shows us that (in particular) 

the property H F DT3 is not equivalent to either F HT or F DT, nor is the property 

HFDT4 equivalent to FHT2 or FDT2. 
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5.1.4 A finiteness condition for higher dimensional rewriting 
systems 

In order to extend the notion of finite derivation type and finite homological type one 

dimension higher, we have defined a 3-complex VP based on V and studied its second 

homotopy and homology. We now outline another approach (as suggested in [36, 43]) 

which is to consider some kind of finite derivation type on some new graph based on 

the derivations of a higher dimensional "rewriting system" which operates on paths 

in r. 

In the next section (§5.2), we describe such a rewriting system on paths, or ho

motopy reduction system, which can be associated to any finite complete rewriting 

system. The new graph of derivations of this system (introduced in [17]) would have 

as its vertices the set of all paths in r, and there would be edges which correspond 

to pushing a subpath across a 2-cell in VP. 

A closed path in this new graph will correspond to a 2-cycle in VP, and so this 

method is related to our earlier study of the second homology of this 3-complex, and 

it is possible that they are equivalent. The advantage of our earlier approach is in 

obtaining the short exact sequence (4) which allows us to relate the properties F HT2 

and F DT2 to homological finiteness conditions, and the invariance property (Theorem 

4.2.1) can be proved easily using homological algebra together with known results. 

5.2 A complete homotopy reduction system for 
complete rewriting systems 

Suppose that P is a finite complete rewriting system, and let p be a homotopy 

trivializer given by resolutions of the critical pairs associated with the set of rules r. 

As we have already noted (Remark 1.4.14), the boundary of each 2-cell (J consists of 

two positive paths arising from resolutions of either disjoint or critical pairs, according 

as to whether (J is in V or not. 
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We now describe a homotopy reduction system for VP: a "rewriting system" on 

paths in VP, which operates by pushing subpaths across 2-cells. It will turn out that 

this homotopy reduction system is complete in the sense that in a finite number of 

steps it will rewrite any path to a unique irreducible path sharing the same endpoints 

(see Theorem 5.2.2). 

A single-step homotopy reduction, applied to subpaths of paths in VP, will be of one 

of two types: 

1. For any eEe+ we allow reductions of the form 

(a) ee-1 ...-.+ I te 

(b) e-1e...-.+ Ire· 

(where I te denotes the empty path at l,e); and 

2. For any pair e, lEstar+(w) there is a 2-cell in VP with boundary of the form 

where p and q are positive paths ending at some vertex z, say, which resolve 

the pair (e, J). If e <w 1 holds we allow the reductions 

(a) 1...-.+ epq-l , and 

(b) 1-1 ...-.+ qp-le-l , 

illustrated by Figure 5.1. 

We use the notation ...-.+* to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of the 

relation ...-.+ on paths in r. 

Proposition 5.2.1 The homotopy reduction system just given is noetherian, that is, 

we can only perform a finite number of single-step homotopy reductions on any given 

path p. 
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W~W2 

Wl~. 
* Z 

Figure 5.1: Single-step homotopy reduction (type 2) 

Proof: First note that each single-step homotopy reduction either removes an edge

pair eCe-c (eEe+, c = ±1) (a Type 1 reduction), or replaces a subpath r (fEe+, 

c = ±1) with a subpath consisting of one edge eC where eEstar+(£f) satisfies e <te I, 
together with edges of the form yO (gEe+, 8 = ± 1) satisfying {itg < {it I, where iJ 

denotes the height function (Definition 1.2.3) (a Type 2 reduction). We show that 

this process must terminate in a finite number of steps. 

For the given path p, by Lemma 1.2.2 and the fact that r is locally finite, the set 

A = A(p) = {VEF: v-<rw for some vertex w of p} 

of descendants of vertices in p is finite, and again because r is locally finite the set 

0= O(p) = {eEe+ : £e,reEA} 

of positive edges between vertices in A is also finite. Firstly, we can order A in some 

arbitrary way as A = (Vb V2, ••• VIAI) , but requiring that if iJVi < iJVj then i < j , and 

then we can order 0 as 

where the edges indexed by viEA are those edges with initial vertex Vi, and then 

according to the ordering of edges in star+(vi): 
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it ev . ,. <v· ev · k, then we require that j < k. '.I t, 'I " 

Now we consider the set B = B(p) of all finite paths with the same initial and terminal 

vertices as our original path p and composed of edges ee with eEn and c = ±1, and 

define a function 

where n is the maximum length of the boundary of any 2-cell in VP. 

To prove the proposition, note that applying a Type 1 single-step homotopy reduction 

to any path q in B(p) will reduce the value of 'Ij;(q) by 2ni for some i > 0, and that a 

Type 2 reduction will reduce the value 'Ij;(q) by ni for some i > 1 while increasing the 

value by adding less than n{n(i-l)) j clearly this process must terminate, as we have 

associated with any sequence of single-step reductions on an arbitrary path a strictly 

decreasing sequence in No. 

Theorem 5.2.2 The system is complete. 

Proof: The only irreducible paths are those composed of left principal edges and 

that have no spurs (subpaths of the form .. . eee-e ... , where eEe+ and c = ±1); 

these are the unique edge-paths of shortest length between two points in a connected 

component of the maximal forest of left principal edges in r. 

Remark 5.2.3 Homotopy reduction systems were introduced by Kobayashi [36], who 

considered more general complete homotopy reduction systems. The system that 

we have associated to a complete rewriting system is a variant of the Cuba-Sapir 

reduction system [29, 39], in which the type 2 single step homotopy reductions are 

restricted to only those reductions which push an edge across a 2-cell from V. The 

advantage of extending this as we have done is that the overlapping rules of the new 

homotopy reduction system are easily described (§5.2.1), and then there is a nice 

partial resolution (5.1) of Z extending the partial resolution (1.9). 
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5.2.1 Critical pairs of the homotopy reduction system 

Associated to any finite complete rewriting system P we have described a complete 

homotopy reduction system based on a natural homotopy trivializer p of V given 

by choosing resolutions of the critical pairs. We shall now examine the overlapping 

pairs of the homotopy reduction system, that is, the pairs of single-step homotopy 

reductions that can operate on non-disjoint subpaths. The analogue of the result 

(1.10) that a noetherian rewriting system is complete if and only if it is confluent 

holds for homotopy reduction systems, as does the Diamond Lemma (Lemma 1.4.3), 

and therefore each overlapping pair can be resolved by positive homotopy reductions 

to some common path in r. 

Overlaps of Type 1 reductions 

These overlaps occur on subpaths of the form ee-1e or e-1ee-1 (eEe+), and are 

immediately resolved (to e or e-1 respectively). 

Overlaps between Type 1 and Type 2 reductions 

Suppose that we can perform a type 2 reduction 

on a positive edge j, where eEe+ and p and q are positive paths. Then, for example, 

we have overlaps between the reductions 

and 

This overlap is resolved easily as follows: 

Overlaps of Type 2 reductions 

These overlapping pairs are of four types (see [37]), and occur when we have edges 

e, j, g in star+(w) with e <w j <w g, so that there is a choice of two different Type 
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2 reductions at 9 (and, similarly, at g-I). The first three are inessential overlapping 

pairs and are shown to be easily resolved, and the final type of overlapping pair will 

be seen to correspond precisely to translates of the critical triples of P. 

1. Suppose firstly that e, j and 9 are all disjoint. Then we can write w as w = 

(Le')(LI')(Lg') for some e', j', g'Ee+ such that e = e'.L/'.Lg', j = Le'./'.Lg' and 

9 = Le'.L/'.g', and the overlapping pair can be resolved along the following pair 

of positive reductions: 

and 

hI: 9 - e.(re'Lj'.g')(e'.Lj'rg')-1 

- e( re' .j'.Lg')( re'r I'.g')( re' ./'.rg')-1(e' .Lj'rg')-1 

h2 : 9 - j(Le'r/'.g')(Le'./'.rg't1 

- e(re'.j'.Lg')(e'.r I' Lg't1 (Le'r f' .g')(Le' .j' .rg')-1 . 

- e(re'./'.Lg')(e'.r /' Lg't1(e'.r /' Lg') 

(re'r j' .g') (e'. r j'rg,)-1 (Le' .j'. rg')-1 

- e( re'.!'.tg')(re'r !'.g') (e'.r !'rg't1(Le'.j'.rg')-1 

- e(re'.j'.tg')(re'r I'.g')(e'.r l'rg,)-1 

(e'.r /'rg') (re' .j'.rg')-I(e'.Lj'rg')-1 

- e( re' .j' .Lg') (re'r j' .g') (re' .j'. rg,)-1 (e' .Lj'rg't1 

which is illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 (the reduction hl is on the left and 

h2 is on the right). 

2. Next suppose that e is disjoint from 1 and g, which arise from some critical pair. 

We can write was w = Le'w' for some w'EF and e'Ee+ such that e = e'.w', and 
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te' tl' tg' ................... te' tl' rg' te' tl' tg' ................... te'tl'rg' 

;/ " re'tl'tg' ------.... re'tl'rg' 1 1 
te'rl'tg' --.... , te'rl'rg' 

te' tl' tg' ................... te'tl'rg' te' tl' tg' ................... te' tl' rg' 

;/ " re'tl'tg' .......................................... re'tl'rg' 

I 1 

T<'f~ 1 11f '" _, te'rl'rg' 

re'rl'tg'------. re'rl'rg' re'rl'tg' 

te' tl' tg' ................... te' tl' rg' 

T""~ 1 
17",g .................. "'T',\ 

re'rl'tg' -----....-_. re'rl'rg' 

Figure 5.2: Resolution of type 1 overlap 
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te' tf' tg' ................... te'tf'-rg' 

T<'<f'~ 1 
j?",g, .................. "'T'\ 

-re'-rf'tg' ~ -re'-rf'-rg' 

te' tf' tg' ................... te't/'-rg' 

/' "-

T< I::? 'if .................. ~T '\I'Tg, 
-re'-rf'tg' ~ -re'-r/'-rg' 

te' tf' tg' ................... te' tf' -rg' 

/' "-
-re'tl'tg' -re't/'-rg' 

ji?f'~' .................. ~T':~:.l 
-re'-r/'tg' ~ -re'-rf'-rg' 

Figure 5.3: Resolution of type 1 overlap (continued) 
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there are also edges I', g' Estar+ (w') such that I = te'.f' and 9 = te' .g'. By our 

choice of p, the edges f' and g' are resolved along positive paths p = !I ... /m 
and q = g1 .. ·gn on the boundary of a 2-cell in 1)P to some vertex z. We may 

resolve this overlapping pair along positive homotopy reductions as follows (see 

figure 5.4): 

and 

hI: 9 - e(re'.g') (e'.rg')-l 

- e(re'.f'pq-1 )(e'.rg')-l 

h2 : 9 - l(te'.pq-1) 

- e(re'.f')(e'.r 1')-1(te.ld2 . . . /mg;;lg11) 

- e(re'.f')(e'.r f')-l(e'.r f')(re'./d(e'.r !It I 

(te.h . . . /mg;;lg11) 

- e(re'·I')(e'.r f')-l(e'.r f')( re'.!I)(e'.r !I)-1 

(e'.r ft)( re' .12)( e'.r h)-l(te.h . . . /mg;;lg11) 

-* e( re' .1') (e'.r /')-1 (e'.r f')( re'./d( e'.r !I)-1( e'.r!I) 

(re'.h)(e'.r h)-I ... (e'.rgd(re'.gI)-1(e'.tg1)-1 -

-* e(re'.f')(re'.ld2 ... /mg;;l . . . g11 )(e'.tgl)-1 
• 

e( re'.(j'pq-1)) (e' .rg')-1 

3. Next suppose that 9 is disjoint from both e and I , which arise from some critical 

pair. We can write w as W'tg' for some wEF and g'Ee+ such that 9 = w'.g', 

and there are edges e', f'Estar+(w') such that e = e'.tg' and I = f'.tg'. Again 

we suppose that the edges e' and I' at w' are resolved along positive paths 
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9 " w ............................ te rg 

y ;/ 
re'w' ........................ re'rg' 

9 " w ............................ te rg 

y ;/ .... 
re'w' re'rg'. 

TO'.f' I I ~T:' ..................... . ....... . ...... ~~* 

re'rl' * te'z 

~*, ...... 
* re'z 

Figure 5.4: Resolution of type 2 overlap 

p = el" .em and q = iI .. . In on the boundary of a 2-cell to some vertex z. This 

overlapping pair can be can be resolved along the following positive homotopy 

reductions: 

hI : 9 ~ e( re' .g')( e'. rg't1 

~ e( el.tg') (rel.g') (el.r g,)-1 (e'. rg,)-1 

~* e(p.tg')(z.g')(p-l.rg')(e'.rg't1 

and 

h2 : 9 ~ f( 7 f' ·9')(/'.79')-1 

~* f(q.tg'~(z.g')( q-l.rg') (J'.rg,)-l 

~* e(pq-lq .tg')(z.g')( q-l. rg')( e'pq-l. rg')-1 

~* e(p.tg') (z.g') (p-l.rg')( e' .7g,)-1 

4. (critical overlap) Lastly suppose' that none of the edges e, I or g are disjoint 

from the other two. Then we have the pair of homotopy reductions shown 
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9 I I w .. ··························wrg 

y X 
9 I I w········································wrg y ........ ~ ......... X 

re'tg' ............................................... re'rg' re'tg' rf'tg' ........... rf'rg' re'rg' 

P.~ f~ ' : ", I ~ ........... ....·······f 
p.tg * /~ ~'\ * p.rg 

ng' ----~ zrg' ng' -----.J zrg' 

Figure 5.5: Resolution of type 3 overlap 

w ......... ~ ........ rg 

! I~. TOy 'I • ZI" 

Ze,/ 

Figure 5.6: Critical overlap 
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in Figure 5.6 across 2-cells arising from the trivializer p. Since the reduction 

system is complete this pair can be resolved, and in fact there is a pair of positive 

homotopy reductions 

g-v-+*er. 

where r is the irreducible path which we obtain by performing homotopy re

ductions on the path pq-l. 

Remark 5.2.4 Note that the critical overlaps of this homotopy reduction system 

correspond precisely to the critical triples (Definition 4.4.2) of the original rewriting 

system, together with their translates under the two-sided action of F. 

5.2.2 Homology 

In [37], the critical overlaps which are not translates of others under the two-sided 

action of F are called the substantial critical pairs of the homotopy reduction system. 

It is shown that in the case when the homotopy reduction system obtained from p is 

complete, we can extend the partial resolution (1.9) to dimension 4: 

~ ~S ~ ~ ~ ~ ZS.C-ILI ·P-ZS.r-ZS.x-ZS-Z-O 

where C denotes, as above, the set of substantial critical pairs of the homotopy re-

duction system. • 
Since the substantial critical pairs correspond to the set of critical triples of the 

rewriting system, we have the corollary that a monoid with a finite complete rewriting 

system is of type left F P4 (and also right F P4). While this is clearly a weaker 

result than that given in the Anick-Groves-Squier Theorem (Theorem 1.4.4), it is 

still interesting in itself: in (5.1) the basis p corresponds to the critical pairs of 

the rewriting system, whereas the basis of the free module one dimension higher 

corresponds to the "critical pairs" of a higher dimensional rewriting system. 
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We shall not discuss this in detail; we just mention it as an interesting alternative 

to our method of extending the partial resolution (1.9) to dimension 4 in Chapter 3 

by introducing a new 3-complex based on V and studying its second homology. 



Appendix A 

Appendix 

A.I Abels' group 

Abels' group [1] is a finitely presented group which is not of type F P3, and so by the 

Anick-Groves-Squier Theorem (Theorem 1.4.4) it has no finite complete rewriting 

system. We begin this subsection by showing that one of its subgroups does have 

a finite complete rewriting system, and we can use this as a base to give a finite 

,X-complete rewriting system for an HNN-group. 

Using the abbreviation [x, y] for the word x-1y-1xy, 

ll=(a,b,c,d,e; [a,e], b=[a,c], [a,b], [c,b] \ 
d - [c, e], [c, d], [e, d], [b, d] I 

is a presentation for the group of matrices with integer entries and 1 's on the diago

nal [1]. We can add by a type 1 ~etze transformation the new generator t = [a, d] = 
[b, e]. These generators correspond to matrices with 1's on the diagonal and a 1 in 

the entry labelled by the corresponding capital letter: 
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so that, for example, we identify b with the matrix 

From this we can derive the rewriting system PH for 1i, consisting of the alphabet 

-1 b b-l -1 d d-l -1 t rl a, a " , c, c " , e, e " , 

together with the following set of rules: 

bUa~ - a~bU cUb~ - bbcU dUd - ddU 

ca - ab-lc dUbb bbd~ ec cd-Ie 
c-la - abc-l eb brle e-lc cde-l 

ca-1 a-lbc e-lb bte-l ec-l c-1de 
c-la-l - a-1b-lc-l eb-l - b-lte e-lc-1 - c-ld-le-l 

da - at-ld e-lb-l - b-lt-le-l t"cb - c"tb 

d-la - atd-l t~bb bbt" 
da- l - a-ltd e"db - dbe" 

d-la- l - a-lt-ld-l d"tb - tbd" 
e~ab - abe~ 

t"ab - abt" e~tb - tbe~ 

where the superscripts" and b may take the values -1 or +1 on each side of a rule, 

together with the set of rules of the form 

(c: = ±1, XE{i, b, c, d, e, t}) 

describing free reductions. 

Proposition A.1.1 The rewriting system PH for is complete. 

Proof: The rules have been chosen in order that any word on the generators is 

rewritten in a finite number of steps to a word of the form 

(A.l) 
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where a, /3, "(, 8, €, TEZ. To show that it is noetherian we can check that the rules are 

compatible with recursive path order from the left (Definition 1.1.3) induced by the 

partial order 

on the alphabet. For example, ca>-ab-1c holds because c [> a and ca>-b-1c, the latter 

being true because c [> b-1 and ca>-c, again the latter holding because a>-1. 

The fact that 1'1£ is complete follows easily by checking that all the critical pairs are 

resolved. For example caa-1 can be rewritten to either c or ab-1ca-1, thus forming a 

critical pair which can be resolved by the path 

ab-1ca-1 ~ ab-1a-1bc ~ aa-1b-1bc ~ b-1bc ~c. 

.J 

Remark A.l.2 If we wanted to verify that 1'1£ is a rewriting system for the group 

of matrices we are studying we would also need to show that each matrix can be 

represented by a word of the form (A.l) - this is not difficult to check. The standard 

presentation of the group of 3 x 3 upper triangular integral matrices with l's on the 

diagonal (the integral Heisenberg group) is derived in a similar manner in [33, §5.4]. 

We want to use 1'1£ to produce a ,X-complete rewriting system by forming an HN~ 

extension. 

Lemma A.1.3 The subgroups (~b, cP, e) and (aP, b, c, e) of H are isomorphic. 

Proof: Any word on the generators a, b, cP and e will be rewritten to an irreducible 

word of the form 

where a,/3,,,(,8,€,TEZ, whereas any word on the generators aP, b, c and e will be 

rewritten to an irreducible word of the form 
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where a, /3, 'Y, 6, €, TEZ. 

It is then straightforward to show that these subgroups are, respectively, the 

groups of matrices of the form 

(

1 * * *) 
1 p~ p~ and 

with integers in the entries marked with a *. There is an isomorphism 

(a,b,cP,e)---+(aP,b,c,e) 

again where a, /3, 'Y, 6, €, TEZ. ...J 

We can then form the HNN-extension 

G = (H I x ; x-lax = aP, [x, b], xex-l = cP, [x, e]) 

with base group H and stable letter x associating the subgroups (a, b, cP, e) and 

(aP,b,c,e) according to the isomorphism described in Lemma A.1.3. We can ex

tend Pl£ to obtain a rewriting system Pc for G by adding the letters x, X-I, together 

with the set of rules 

x"x-" 1 

x-Ia aPx-1 
x-Ia-l a-px-l 

xaP ax 
xa-P a-Ix 

x-Icp 
x-Ic-p 

xc 
xc-l 

_ ex-I 
C-IX-l 

cPx 
- c-Px 

(again # and P may take the values +1 or -1). 

x-Id,P dx- l 
x-1d-P d-1x-1 

xd - d,Px 
xd-l - d-Px 

x"e" e"x" 

x"t" t"x" 
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Proposition A.1.4 The rewriting system PG is A-complete. 

Proof: First, the rewriting system noetherian, since it is compatible with the recur

sive path ordering from the left induced by the partial order 

Now suppose that w is a non-empty irreducible word such that w = 1. Since PH is 

complete, we can assume that w contains instances of the letters x, X-I. By Brittons' 

Lemma (Lemma 2.2.2) w must contain a subword of the form 

or of the form 

where a, /3, " 8, €, TEZ, and this contradicts the assumption that w is an irreducible 

word. ...J 

Remark A.l.S Note that Pg is not complete. For example, the two single edges 

xca -+ c!xa and 

rewrite the word xca to two distinct irreducible words. 

Remark A.1.6 Abels [1] has shown that the group with the presentation 
• 

A = (9 I Z; z-ICZ = c!, zcz- I = c!) 

is not of type F P3, and therefore by the Anick-Groves-Squier Theorem it has no finite 

complete rewriting system. On the other hand A is a presentation of the group of 

matrices of the form 

(
1 * * *) * * * * * 

1 
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where the entries marked with * take values in the ring of rational numbers with 

denominator a power of p, and with positive units on the diagonal. As such, the 

group has solvable word problem. 

Exhibiting a finite ,X-complete rewriting system for this group would therefore give 

an example of a group with such a rewriting system but without any finite complete 

rewriting system, thereby answering Open Question 2.1.8. Unfortunately, A does 

not define an HNN-extension with base group the group presented by Q, and so we 

cannot use Britton's Lemma to derive a ,X-complete rewriting system for Abels' group 

using Pr;;. This statement can be justified by considering the word w = [a, [ab, z-lcz]] 

which is not equivalent to 1 in Q. In A, however, it is equivalent to 1, since because 

z corresponds to the matrix 

(
10 00) 

1 0 0 
lip 0 

1 

w describes the commutation of the matrices 

(
1100) 100 

1 0 
1 

and 

• 

( 
1 0 lip 0) 

1 0 0 
1 0 . 

1 
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